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ABSTRACT 

A new method for transient simulation of integrated circuits has been de

veloped and investigated. The method utilizes expansion of circuit variables 

into Chebyshev series. A prototype computer simulation program based on 

this technique has been implemented and applied in the transient simulation 

of several MOS circuits. The results have been compared with those generated 

by SPICE. The method has been also combined with the waveform relaxation 

technique. Several algorithms were developed using the Gauss-Seidel and Gauss

Jacobi iterative procedur~s. The algorithms based on the Gauss-Seidel iterative 

procedure were implemented in the prototype software. They offer, substantial 

CPU time savings in comparison with SPICE without compromising the accu

racy of solutions. A description of the prototype computer simulation program 

and a summary of the results of simulation experiments are included. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer aided transient analysis is an essential tool in the design of in

tegrated circuits, especially those aiming for high-speed and high-performance. 

With the increasing complexity of today's VLSI circuits, the computer time 

required for the transient analysis is increasing in a rate exceeding the progress 

in computer technology and thus, making the simulation of whole circuits im

practical. There are dedicated simulators such as SPICE (Nagel, 1975) that 

are in the public domain. The simulation is so vital in the design process that 

larger companies have built their own proprietary simulators or have modified, 

expanded and/or improved versions of SPICE. These.simulators use step-wise 

stiffly stable integration techniques (Gear, 1974) to solve the set of differential 

equations describing the dynamic behavior of electronic circuits. The numer

ical techniques used in those programs are believed to be responsible for the 

low efficiency of computations. An attractive new approach to solve the circuit 

equations through a relaxation procedure was proposed in (Lelarasmee, Ruehli, 

S-Vincentelli, 1982). Subsequently several papers dealing with this approach 

were published. A survey of the relevant state of the art, together with a rather 

complete list of publications is given in (Ruehli, 1987). Unfortunately the im

provements in the execution time compared with SPICE were modest. The run 

time was shortened (3-5) times, but several complications to the simulations 

were added. Again, it is believed that one of the factors which prevented better 

results was the use of inefficient time-marching integration, the same as used in 

SPICE. 
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In this work a new integration method based on a spectral technique was 

implemented in computer and proved to be very efficient in terms of computing 

time. The method was also implemented in the waveform relaxation (Lelaras

mee, Ruehli, S-Vincentelli, 1982) framework. The work yielded a prototype sim

ulator for MOS circuits. In the development of the spectral algorithms, Cheby

shev polynomials (Dahlquist, Bjork, Anderson, 1974) are used. This family of 

orthogonal polynomials has many useful analytical and numerical properties 

that make them well suited for the functional approximation and computation. 

A particularly important property is that, of all nth degree polynomials with 

leading coefficient of unity, they have the smallest maximum norm in the in

tefval [-1,1]. The value of this maximum norm represents the upper bound to 

their magnitude. This is called the minimax property (Dahlquist, Bjork, An

derson, 1974), and is relevant in this study because power series representations 

of functions are used, and their maximum errol'S are given in terms of that up

per bound. This indicates that Chebyshev polynomials give the most compact 

form of series expansions for given functions. This feature is of relevance in 

the subsequent applications of spectral technique in the waveform relaxation 

framework since it requires minimum data for exchange between the iterations. 

In Chapter 2, selected properties of Chebyshev polynomials, compiled from 

the extensive literature, are presented. In Chapter 3, spectral equations are de

rived for integrator and time varying integrator equations. Chapter 4 shows the 

derivation of the spectral algorithm for general linear differential equations and 

the extension for systems of such equations. The results presented in Chapters 

3 and 4 were obta.ined in collaboration with Dr. Steven. J. Wright and are pub

lished in (Palusinski, Guarini, Wright, 1988). Chapter 5 shows the development 
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of spectral algorithm for electronic circuit equations via a linearization scheme. 

In Chapter 6, spectral technique is combined with waveform relaxation. Several 

algorithms variations are discussed. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of 

the prototype software for simulation of MOS circuits. Results of simulations of 

selected linear and MOS circuits using the developed software are described in 

Chapter 8. The general conclusions and directions for future research are given 

in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SELECTED PROPERTIES OF CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS 

In this chapter a brief introduction to Chebyshev polynomials and some 

of their most essential properties and identities are presented. These results, 

compiled from the extensive literature available on Chebyshev polynomials, are 

used in upcoming chapters to develope the spectral equations required to solve 

linear ordinary differential equations. 

2.1 Chebyshev Polynomials and Series 

- The Chebyshev polynomials are widely used in the functional approxima

tion analysis because of their well known Minimax property. These polynomials, 

perhaps the most useful triangle family of orthogonal polynomials, are defined 

by the formula: 

Tn(t) = Cos(nArcCos(t)) 

t E [-1,1], n = 0,1,2, .... 

From the definition (2.1.1), it is easy to see that 

n = 0,1,2, .... 

The first members of the sequence are: 

To(t) = 1 

T1(t)=t 

(2.1.1) 
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Ta(t) = 4ta - 3t 

In fact, this sequence can be generated by formula: 

(2.1.2) 

It is easy to see that (2.1.2) can be obtained from 

Cos((n + 1)0) = 2Cos(0)Cos(nO) - Cos((n - 1)0) 

with (} = ArcCos{t). 

The Chebyshev polynomial Tn{t) has n zeros in interval [-1,1] given by 

t - C ((2k + 1)11") 
k - os 2n ' k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1 (2.1.3) 

these points are called the Chebyshev abscissae. In this interval there are also 

n+1 extrema (maxima and minima) at the points given by 

k1l" 
tk = Cos(-), 

. n 
k = 0,1,2, ... , n. 

Through the text, these points are called the Chebyshev points. 

An important property of Chebyshev polynomials is that of all n-th de

gree polynomials with leading coefficient 1, they have the smallest maximum 

norm in the interval [-1, 1J . The value of this maximum norm represents the 

upper bound to their magnitude. This is call/i!d the Minimax property, and 

is of relevant importance in this study because power series representations of 

functions are used and their maximum errors are given in terms of that upper 
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bound. This indicates that Chebyshev polynomials give the most compact form 

of series expansions for given functions. 

By the definition (2.1.1) and the formula 

2Cos(nx)Cos(mx) = Cos((n - m)x) + Cos((n + m)x) 

a useful formula for the product of Chebyshev polynomials can be derived: 

Chebyshev polynomials are orthogonal in the interval t E [-1,1] with respect 

to the weighting function V(I- t 2 ) ,i.e. 

1 { 0 i =/: jj 1 T,(t) T; (t) dt = -.! .. i = j 1: OJ 
-1 Vl-t2 ;' ", i = j = O. 

In fact, if we let t = C08(X) , then 

and indeed 

dt = -Sin(x)dx 

11 T~t) dt = 1"" Cos (nx) Cos (mx) dx 
-1 1- t 2 0 

{ 

0, n =/: mj 

= i, n = m =/: 0; 
'Jr, n = m = O. 

(2.1.5) 

Hence, the scalar product of T,(t) and Tj(t) in the continuous space can be 

defined as follows 

(T.. T..) = 11 T,(t)Tj(t) dt 
" J c -1 VI - t 2 

(2.1.6) 

therefore a function j(t) can be approximated by a Chebyshev series represen

tation of the form 
+00 

j(t) = L~nTn(t) (2.1. 7) 
n=O 



where 

and the summation operation , I::' , is defined as follows 

+00, 1 LAn = 2'Ao +Al +A2 + ... 
n:::O 

Note that tPn can be rewritten in the form 

2 (11" 
tPn = - I f(Cos(x)) Cos (nx) dx, 

1i Jo 
n = 0,1,2, .... 

19 

The triple scalar product is a useful property for the mathematical devel

oP!D-ent carried out later in the text. It can be expressed as 

where 

(T.. T.. T,) = 11 Ti(t)T,·(t)Tk(t) d 
" " k c -1 ,,11 _ t 2 t 

o . . _ {1, 
'" - 0, 

,i =j = k = 0, 
,i + j > 0, k = 0, 
,k> 0. 

i =j; 
i 1= j. 

(2.1.8) 

A useful extension of the above proterty arises when varying the order of 

Tk from ° to +00 and performing a summation in the following way: 

+00 
LTk(Ti' T;, Tk)c = ~(ri+j + Tli-jl), 
k=O 

i,j = 0,1,2, ... (2.1.9) 
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CHAPTER 3 

SPECTRAL ALGORITHM FOR INTEGRATOR EQUATIONS 

This section introduces the construction of a spectral algorithm for solving 

differential equations using Chebyshev polynomials. The Chebyshev series are 

applied to compute the solution of integrator equations. The results obtained in 

this section are fundamental for the mathematical development leading to the 

solution of general linear ordinary differential equations, which is carried out in 

the next Chapter. 

3.1 Spectral Equations for a Simple Integrator 

Assume the following problem 

y'(t) = g(t), t E [-1,1] 

y(-I) = Yo 

(3.1.1) 

where g(t) is a given function and y(t) is unknown. Consider now an approxi

mation for y(t) of the form (2.1.7) repeated here for convenience 

+00 
y(t) = :L:¢jTj(t) (3.1.2) 

j=O 

where .,pj are unknown coefficients and Tj(t) are Chebyshev polynomials. The 

derivative, y'(t), can be obtained by differentiation of (3.1.2) or by the series 

expansion, therefore it is possible to write 

+00 +00 
y'(t) = L¢jTj(t) = :L:¢jT}(t) (3.1.3) 

j=O ;=0 
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where,¢,i, are the expansion coefficients for the derivative. 

Using the formulae for derivatives of T,-(t), it can be shown (Paszkowski, 

1975) that the coefficients,1/1,i, are related to the coefficients, 1/1i, by the equations 

;">0 (3.1.4) 

The function g(t) is expanded yielding 

+00 
g(t) = L;iTi(t) (3.1.5) 

i=O 

Substitution of (3.1.5) and (3.1.3) into (3.1.1) gives the relations 

j = 0,1,2, ... 

which together with (3.1.4) yield 

j >0. (3.1.6) 

These equations determine all unknowns, 1/1i, with the exception of 1/10, The 

missing additional equation is provided by the initial condition 

+00 
Yo = L¢iTi(-l). 

i=O 

It will be convenient to use the following matrix notations. 

¢ = (~:) = ( $~) ) , 

~= (~:) 

(3.1. 7) 

(3.1.8) 
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1 0 1 0 2" -2" 
0 1 0 1 0 4" -4" 

B= 
0 1 0 1 0 2; -2; 

With this notation the equation (3.1.6) can be written in the form 

t/J(I) = B"Y • (3.1.9) 

Taking into account that T;( -1) = (-1);, equation (3.1.7) can be written 

in the form 

or else 
+00 

t/Jo = -2 L(-1)it/Ji + 2yo • 
;=1 

Introducing the vector 

T . 
ec = (-1,1,-1, ... ,(-1)3, ... ) 

and using the notation (3.1.8) it is possible to write 

Using (3.1.9) to eliminate t/J(I) yields 

t/Jo = -2e~ B"Y + 2yo . (3.1.10). 

It is convenient to introduce the notation 
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The vector kT = (ko, kl, k2 , ••• ) is easily computed using ec and tJ . It has 

first two entries (ko, kd irregular and all remaining ones defined by their indices 

Equations (3.1.9) and (3.1.1D) can now be written in the matrix form 

where e6 = (1, D, D, ••• ) , or using the letter B for the augmented matrix 

(3.1.11) 

The solution of (3.1.1) requires the expansion of g(t) (finding the vector, 'Y 

, of coefficients) and solving the system of linear equation (3.1.11). In practice 

the expansions (3.1.2),(3.1.3),(3.1.5) are truncated at N in which case B is a 

square matrix of dimension (N + 1). The computation of coefficients, 'Yj , can 

be efficiently performed using the Fast Chebyshev Transformation (FCT) if N 

is a power of 2 (Palusinski et at, 1984). The FCT is a numerical technique 

for computing the expansion coefficients similar to the well known Fast Fourier 

Transformation (Burrus and Parks, 1985). 

3.2 Spectral Equations for a Time Varying Integrator 

Consider the following equation 

a(t)y'(t) = f(t), t E [-1,1]. (3.2.1) 

y(-I) = Yo 
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where a(t} and f(t} are given scalar functions. Replacing Y'(t} in (3.2.1) by its 

expansion, defined by (3.1.3), yields 

+00 
E¢ja(t}Tj(t} = f(t} (3.2.2) 
j=O 

Now, the expansions for a(t}Tj(t} and f(t} are formed 

+00 
a(t}Tj(t} = E~ijTi(t}, j = 0,1,2, ... 

i=O 

and 
+00 

f(t} = E~iTi(t} 
i=O 

where 

8 .. = ~ 11 a(t}Ti(t}T;(t) dt I, 7r -1 vi'! - t 2 ' 
i, j = 0, 1,2, •.. (3.2.4 a ) 

and respectively 

i = 0,1,2, ... 

Note that Oij and <Pi are obtained using the orthogonality property of Cheby

shev polynomials (Dahlquist, Bjorck, Anderson, 1974). Substituting (3.2.3) into 

(3.2.2), allows one to write the following expression 

+00+00 +00 
L'E~ii1/JiTi(t) = E~iTi(t) (3.2.5) 
i=O;=O i=O 

Equating the coefficients at the like Chebyshev polynomials yields the sys-

tem of linear algebraic equations 

t:~~ 001 00; 1/1b <Po 
011 01i 1/1~ <P1 

- (3.2.6) 
18'0 2 1 Oil Oij 1/1i <Pi 
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In order to find the coefficients of the above system of equations, the expansion 

of the function a(t) is taken in the form 

+00 
a(t) = I:~kTk(t) (3.2.7) 

k=O 

where the constants ak are defined by the following formula 

k = 0,1,2, ... 

Using (3.2.7) to replace a(t) in (3.2.4 a ) gives 

(3.2.8) 

Using the triple scalar property and its special summation described in the 

previous Chapter, it is possible to find that 

1 
{j" = -(a'+' + ai' 'I) IJ 2 1 J I-J' i,j = 0,1,2, ... (3.2.9) 

The system of equations, (3.2.6) , can be written in a matrix form 

A.,p' = tP (3.2.10) 

where 
.,pb tPo 
.,p~ tPl 

t/J'= tP= 
.,pi tPi 

and the entries aij of A are 

j = 0, i = 0,1,2, ... j 
j t= O,i = 0,1,2, ... . 

(3.2.11) 
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In order to obtain the solution y(t), (3.2.10) is solved for the vector "p', and 

then (3.1.1l)is used, with 'Y = "p', to incorporate the initial condition and solve 

for the vector "p. 

In practical computation the expansions (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) are truncated 

at N and FCT is used to find 4> in O(NlnN) operations. The computation 

of the A matrix requires, as seen from (3.2.9), the expansion of a(t) up to 2N 

terms involving o (2Nln(2N)) ~ O(2NlnN) operations (Palusinski et al, 1987). 
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CHAPTER 4 

SPECTRAL ALGORITHM 

FOR LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

In this section the spectral equations developed for integrators are used to 

obtain the solutions to the single and mutiple linear differential equations with 

time varying coefficients. The development of the algorithm for scalar equations 

is carried out first and then expanded to multiple coupled (vector) equations. 

4.1 Single Equation 

- Spectral techniques are applied to solve linear differential equations in the 

scalar case. The algebraic equations for expansion coefficients are formulated. 

Formulas for the entries of the system matrix are developed and suitable nu

merical techniques are discussed. 

4.1.1 Linear equation with explicitly given derivative 

The approach described in Chapter 3 will now be applied to solve a differ

ential equation of the form 

y'(t) = g(t)y(t} + h(t) (4.1.1) 

Y(-1} = Yo • 

Consider the following Chebyshev polynomial expansions 

+00 
yet) = L¢;T;(t) 

;=0 
+00 

Y'(t) = L¢';T;(t} ( 4.1.2) 
;=0 
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+00 
h(t) = LXjTj(t) . 

;=0 

Substituting (4.1.2) into (4.1.1) yields 

+00 +00 +00 
L¢'jTj(t) = L9(t)t/J;T;(t) + LXjTj(t) . ( 4.1.3) 
j=O j=O ;=0 

Now the products, g(t)Tj(t),and function get) are expanded in Chebyshev 

series as follows 
+00 

g(t)T;(t) = L~ijT,(t) ( 4.1.4) 
,=0 

+00 
get) = L;jTj(t) . (4.1.5) 

;=0 

Using the approach presented in section 2.2, the relation between the coef-

ficients e,; and 'Yk, can be established yielding the familiar form 

i,i = 0,1,2, •.. (4.1.6) 

Performing the expansions and equating the coefficients at the like Cheby

shev polynomials the following equations are obtained 

i = 0,1,2, ... 

Introducing the matrix notation 

where 

and 

g .. _ { !e,o 
"- c .. 

10'3 

,j = 0, i = 0,1,2, .. .. 
,j t: O,i = 0,1,2, .. .. 

(4.1. 7) 

(4.1.8) 
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and using the vectors t/J and t/J' defined in the previous chapter, is possible to 

write (4.1.7) in a compact form 

t/J' = Gt/J + X • ( 4.1.9) 

Using the relation (2.1.11) (replacing'Y by 1/J') to eliminate t/J, the following 

system of linear equations is obtained 

(I - GB)t/J' = 2YoGeo + X (4.1.10) 

where B is the same augmented matrix used in (4.1.11) and 1 is the identity 

matrix. 

The product Geo can be simply calculated yielding 

(4.1.11) 

The system of linear equations to be solved now is 

(1 - GB)1/J' = x. (4.1.12) 

where X. = 2yo"Y + X. 

The expansions of y(t), y' (t) and h(t) are truncated at N, so that the 

number of unknowns is N + 1 = J./ • The computational requirements (operation 

count) are: 

10 formation of G matrix which involves O(2Nln(2N)) operations, 

20 calculation of GB,which is O(J./2) since each column of B contains at most 

3 elements, 
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3° formation of X which is O(NlnN) (note that "Y is assembled without any 

additional calculations during the formation of G matrix), 

4° solve (4.1.12) to obtain 'f/;', which is possible in O()l2) operations. 

4.1.2 The general linear equation 

Consider a general linear differential equation of the form 

, 
a(t)y (t) = g(t)y(t) + h(t) (4.1.13) 

y( -1) = Yo, t E [-l,lJ . 

Performing the expansions and equating the coefficients at the same Cheby

shev polynomials yields 

i = 0,1,2, ... (4.1.14) 

where Xi are the Chebyshev coefficients of the function h(t) and bij, eij are 

the coefficients defined by (2.2.9) and (4.1.6) respectively. Borrowing the same 

notations for A and G as defined in (2.2.11) and (4.1.8), it is possible to write 

the above system in the matrix form 

A'f/;'=G'f/;+X. (4.1.15) 

Use of (2.1.11) to eliminate 'f/;, yields 

(A -GB)'f/;' = X (4.1.16) 

where X = X + 2yo"Y, as before. 
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4.2 Solving Multiple Differential Equations 

Spectral methods developed in previous sections for the scalar differential 

equation are applied here to solve systems of arbitrary dimension. The algo

rithms are successively constructed for multiple integrators (simple and time

varying), coupled linear differential equations with explicitly given derivatives 

and finally for general system of linear differential equations with time-varying 

coefficient matrices. The resulting equations for expansion coefficients have 

matrices with very regular structure. 

4.2.1 Spectral equations for a system of simple integrators 

Consider the M-dimensional system of ordinary differential equations of 

particular type 

y'(t) = g(t) (4.2.1) 

which is called here a system of simple integrators. It is assumed that y(t) , Yo 

and g(t) represent M-dimensional vectors with components denoted using su

perscripting yk(t),yS,gk(t). For each component y,k(t) of the vector y'(t), the 

following Chebyshev expansion is used 

+00 
k k ~, k 

9 (t) = y' (t) = LJ ;,p'; T; (t) (4.2.2) 
;=0 

and analogously for each component yk(t) of the vectpr y(t) 

+00 
k ~, k 

Y (t) = LJ1P;T;(t) . (4.2.3) 
;=0 
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Applying the analysis of section 4.1, it is found that (4.2.1) can be formu

lated as a block-diagonal (infinite dimensional) algebraic system of the form 

CJ=[~ ° .,,) C") C') B ° ... ¢,2 p.2 

° B ",1M + I'~ 
(4.2.4) 

. where 

p.k =2y~eo, e~ = [1,O,O, ... J 

and ¢k, ¢,k represent vectors of expansion coefficients for yk(t) and y,k(t) re

spectively. 

Because of the simplicity of the initial condition in (4.2.1), all the matri

ces B are identical. Effectively each component is solved independently. The 

computational requirements will be OeM )lln)l) (where )I = N + 1) if the 

expansions are truncated at N terms. 

4.2.2 Spectral equations for time-varying integrators 

Consider now the following system of differential equations 

A(t)y'(t) = f(t) (4.2.5) 

y(-I) = Yo 

where A(t) is an M x M square matrix with elements, alk(t), and Y'(t),!(t) are 

vectors with M components. The I - th equation of the system (4.2.5) can be 

written as 
M 

L::alk(t)y,k(t) = f'(t), 1 = 1,2, ... ,M. (4.2.6) 
k=l 

Using the Chebyshev expansions 

+00 
y,k(t) = E¢';Tj(t) (4.2.7 Il) 

j=o 
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+00 
I'(t) = L~}Tj(t) 

i=o 

(4.2.6) can be represented in the form 

M +00 +00 
LL¢'7alk(t) = L¢}T;(t) . (4.2.8) 
k=l;=O i=O 

Using the same techniques as those in the section 4.2 it is possible to derive 

from (4.2.8) the following system of equations 

M L A'k.,p,k = ¢'; 1=1,2, ... ,M, (4.2.9) 
k=l 

where .,p,k and ¢I are vectors composed of coefficients of Chebyshev expansions 

(4.2.7a ) and (4.2.7b) respectively. The symbols A'II: = (a~1) denote the matrices 

with (i,i) entries defined by the formulae 

,j =j:. 0, i = 0,1,2, ... j 

,j=0,i=0,1,2, .... 
(4.2.10) 

which are evaluated using properties of Chebyshev polynomials (especially the 

tripple scalar product) in a similar fashion to (3.2.11). Performing the expan

sions for all equations (4.2.6) we obtain an M(N + 1) dimensional system for 

the unknown coefficients which are assembled here in one vector: 

81:, _ [8/.,1 81,12 .,,IMjT 
~ - If' ,'I-' , ••• ,..,., • 

Equation (4.2.9) can be written in vector form 

(

All . . 
: " 

AMI .. : 

(4.2.11) 

(4.2.12) 
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Analogously to the procedure described in section 4.2 the equations (4.2.12) 

are solved for ;P', then the results is used in (4.2.4) to find the vector of expan

sion coefficients ;p = ['1/11, ¢2, ... , ¢M]T. Since the designed algorithms require 

O(NlnN) operations to form each of the A'k matrices and 4J' vectors, the re

quirements for setting up the system (4.2.12) will be O(M2NlnN). 

4.2.3 Spectral equations for linear differential equations with explicit 

derivatives 

Consider a system of M linear ordinary differential equations of the form 

y'(t) = G(t)y(t) + k(t) (4.2.13) 

where G(t) is an M x M matrix of given functions. It can be said that the 

equation (4.2.13) is coupled via the variables, y(t), and the matrix G(t). 

Performing the expansion for the components of vector y(t), y'(t), k(t) and 

the entries, glk(t), of the matrix G(t) and proceeding in the way described above, 

the following system of linear equations is obtained 

(4.2.14) 

where ¢,l ,¢', X, are the vectors containing the coefficients of expansion for the 

I - tk component of vectors y'(t), y(t) and k(t) respectively. The matrices G'k 

have the entries determined by the formula (4.2.10) in which the elements of 

matrix, A(t), are replaced by the elements of matrix G(t). A'k(t) into Glk(t).) 

Introducing the notation 
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and using previously established vectors 1$, 1$' is possible to write equation 

(4.2.14) in the compact form 

1$' = 91$ + X . 

Note that using this notation and introducing 

--T _ [12M] P, - P, ,p, , ... ,p, 

where p,k = 2YSeo, (4.2.4) can be writen in the form 

1$ = 81$' + j1 

where 

Substitution of (4.2.16) into (4.2.15) yields 

(I - 98)1$' = X + 9 i1 . 

(4.2.15) 

(4.2.16) 

(4.2.17) 

The main computational requirements (operation counts) to generate and 

solve (4.2.17) are: 

1° O(M2NlnN) in the formation of 9 and X, 

2° O(M2 )/2) in the computation of the product 98, 
3° O(M3 )/2) in solving (4.2.17). 

Substitution of 1$' in (4.2.16) to retrieve 1$ and subsequently yet) (in the 

form of an expansion) will be an O(MN) process. 
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4.2.4 Spectral equations for general linear differential equations 

A general system of M linear differential equations will have the form 

A(t)y'(t) = G(t)y(t) + h(t) (4.2.18) 

Y(-1) = Yo 

where A(t), G(t) are M x M matrices of given functions. The equations in 

systems ofthis general type are coupled via both variables, yet), and derivatives, 

y'(t). 

The approach to solve the system (4.2.18) is based on the expansion for 

each entry of matrices, A(t),G(t), and of ~ectors,y(t),y'(t),h(t). In this way 

(4.2.18) is replaced by the following system of linear equations 

(4.2.19) 

where t$, t$" X are (MN) vectors, 9 is an (M J./ x M J./) square matrix, all defined 

in the previous section. Use offormula (4.2.16) to eliminate the vector, t/J, yields 

the following system of equations 

(A - 98)t$' = X + gp. (4.2.20) 

In this case an extra O(M2 NlnN) operations are required to form A, but again 

this is dominated by the other costs of solving (4.2.20) (Palusinski et ai, 1987). 
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In this Chapter, the general form of the nonlinear differential equations that 

describe the dynamic behavior of electronic circuits is discussed. An approach 

to solve these equations using the method developed in previous chapters is 

presented. An algorithm for the computer solution of this type of equations is 

derived. 

5.1 Mathematical Model of Electronic Circuits 

In general, the dynamic behavior of electronic circuits can be modeled by 

the equations 

C(v,t)v'(t) = q(v,t) 

v(O) = vo 

(5.1.1) 

where v is an M-dimensional vector of circuit variables, with v' denoting the 

vector of time derivatives, Vo is the vector of initial conditions, q is a vector 

function and C is a square (M x M) matrix. The presence of the argument t 

indicates the dependence on externally defined driving voltages and or currents 

(inputs, clocks, ... etc.). The time solution of the vector v is to be found for the 

time interval [O,Tma:z:]. In general the vector, v, of circuit variables contains 

the nodal voltages and the branch currents of the branches that do not have 

admittance representation (Vlach, Singhal, 1983). Integrated circuit dynamic 

behavior is usually modelled by circuits containing lumped capacitors, resistors, 

independent volt.age and/or current sources and dependent current sources con

trolled by voltages. In such classes of circuits the vector v is composed of nodal 
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voltages, the entries of the matrix C contain the capacitances and the vector q 

represents the currents. 

Direct solution of (5.1.1) is not practical and an iterative scheme needs 

to be constructed. A simple approach is proposed here. It is defined by the 

following linearization: 

C(yP(t),t)y'(t) = aaq 
[y(t) - yP(t)] + q(yP(t),t) 

Y yp(t),t 
(5.1.2) 

where yP(t) is given as an initial guess or result of previous iteration. Under 

fairly weak conditions (White, S. Vincentelli, Odeh, RuehIi, 1985), repeated 

solution of (5.1.2) will eventually produce a solution of the system (5.1.1), i.e. 

y(t) will approach v(t). This linearization procedure is inspired by the well

known Newton-Kantorovich scheme (Paszkowski, 1975). 

Equation (4.1.2) essentially, has the form 

A(t)y'(t) = G(t)y(t) + h(t) 

where 

is the capacitance matrix, 

is the Jacobian matrix, and 

y(-l) = Yo 

A(t) = C(yP(t), t) 

aq 
G(t) =-ay yp (t),t 

h(t) = -aa
q 

yP(t) + q(yP(t),t) 
Y yp (t),t 

(5.1.3) 

Note that in this way the capacitance matrix depends only on t because yP(t) 

is assumed known. The same occurs with the Jacobian and with the vector 
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h(t). Therefore the scheme developed in the previous Chapter can be applied 

directly, without modifications. 

5.2 Algorithm for Computer-Aided Analysis of Transients 

in Electronic Circuits 

Consider the linearization of equation (5.1.1) through the scheme proposed 

in section 5.1. The linearized circuit equation can be written in the form 

C(VO(t),t)v'(t) = G(VO(t) , t)v(t) + h(vO(t), t) (5.2.1) 

where vO(t) is an aproximation to the solution vector v(t). In order to solve 

(5:1.1) in an interval [O,t], an initial estimate of the solution vector, 

(5.2.2) 

where v~ is the sub-vector containing the initial estimates (at the Chebyshev 

points) of the ph state variable, is used to expand the entries of the matrices 

C and G and the entries of the vector h. It is important to provide the entries 

of each sub-vector v~, j = 1,2, ... , M corresponding to the Chebyshev points 

in time. The expansions are carried out according to the scheme presented in 

Chapter 4. In this way a system of equations of the form (4.2.19), repeated here 

for convenience, is obtained 

(5.2.3) 

where Co and go are the matrices arising from the Chebyshev expansions of the 

capacitance and Jacobian matrices respectively, XO is a vector containing the 

coefficients of the expansion of vector h and i', i are the vectors composed of 
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the unknown coefficients of the expansion of vectors v'(t) and v(t) respectively. 

As shown in Chapter 4, ;p is eliminated from (5.2.3) using the relation (4.2.16), 

yielding the system of linear algebraic equations 

(5.2.4) 

where B is, as before, the matrix that relates the expansion coefficients of a set 

of variables to the expansion coefficients of their derivatives and jL is the vector 

arising from the initial conditions. The solution of the linear system (5.2.4) 

together with the use of relation (4.2.16) yields a solution for the unknown 

vector;P. The corresponding circuit variables at the Chebyshev nodal points 

are obtained by mean of the inverse Chebyshev transform 

(5.2.5) 

In general, vI will not be the correct solution, unless the initial estimation, 

vO , happens to be the actual solution. Therefore, if /I vI - vO 1100 > s, where s is 

a given tolerance, the whole process is repeated replacing vO by vI. The process 

is repeated again until convergence is achieved (i.e. the difference between the 

solution of two consecutive iterations is less than or equal to s). Figure 5.1 

shows the ALGORITHM 1 that describe this iterative process. This algorithm 

is fundamental for the subsequent developments of relaxation algorithms. 



ALGORITHM 1 

For i = 1,2, ... , (Maximum number of iterations) 

BEGIN 

END 

- Using the vector. u[i-l). expand the matrices C. G 

and the vector h to form C[i-l), g[i-l), i[i-l): 

- Solve (C[i-l) - g[i-I)B)¢,[i) = g[i-l)il + i[i-l) for ¢,[i): 

- Evaluate t,ij'Ii) = B¢,[i) + i1: 

- Obtain u[i) using inverse Chebyshev Transform 

i.e •• (t,ij'Ii) ~ (C.T.)-l ~ uri)): 

- If /I uri) - u[i-l) 1100 :5 e 

Then done (Convergence achieved): 

Figure 5.1 Spectral algorithm 
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Waveform relaxation (WR) (Lelarasmee, Ruehli, S. Vincentelli, 1982) im

proves the efficiency of MOS circuit simulation at the expense of memory and 

complications in intersubcircuit communication. The spectral method, in turn, 

assures very compact and continuous representation of waveforms. These char

acteristics of the spectral method quite naturally alleviate the problems asso

ciated with the waveform relaxation, especially in comparison with the imple

mentations using time-marching integration techniques. The amount of memory 

required in computations based on spectral technique is significantly reduced 

as only the coefficients of the solution expansions need to be stored. Also, it 

is not necessary to devise interpolation for intersubcircuit communication be

cause solutions are available in continuous (polynomial) form. In this chapter, 

the spectral algorithm is combined with WR to further improve the efficiency 

of simulation. Several new algorithms are proposed using different relaxation 

procedures and different ways to combine the spectral and relaxation iterations. 

6.1 Circuit partitioning for 

Waveform Relaxation Application 

The waveform relaxation technique consists of partitioning the circuit in 

several sub circuits that are integrated independently. An iterative scheme is 

required in order to account for the coupling between sub circuits. It is impor

tant to provide a "good" partitioning, i.e. one in which sub circuits are weakly 

coupled, in order to reduce the number of iterations. The problem of automat-
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ically finding an optimum or "good" partition is very involved (White et aI., 

1985). Currently we do not even have any definition or meassure of partitioning 

"goodness". Theoretical considerations of this important subject are beyond 

the scope of this work. All the partitions used in the examples shown later in 

the text were made analyzing the most likely weak coupling points and utilizing 

the engineering experience. 

In order to determine the general form of the equations produced by the 

partitioning, consider the MOS circuit whose dynamic behavior is described by 

the equations 

G(v,t)v'(t) = /(v,t) (6.1.1) 

v(O) = Vo 

where v is an M-dimensional vector of circuit variables, with v' denoting the 

vector of time derivatives, / is a vector of current functions, G is a square 

(MxM) matrix whose entries are capacitances. Consider the following partition 

of the above circuit in n, n ~ M, sub circuits 

n 

Cll (V,t)V'l = h(v,t) - LGil(V,t)V'i 
i=2 

n 

C22(V,t)V'2 = h(v,t) - I: Gi2(V,t)V'i 
i=l 
i¢2 

n 

Cjj(V,t)V'i = I;(v,t) - L Gii(v,t)V'i 
i=l 
i¢i 

(6.1.2) 
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Cnn(V,t)V' n = fn(v,t) - L Cin(V,t)V'i 
i=l 
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where Cij(V,t) are matrices and fj(v,t) are current vectors determided by the 

partitioning of the vector v into subvectors (VI, V2, ... , Vj, ... , vn) representing 

the sub circuit variables. Clearly each sub circuit is modeled by an equation 

of the form (5.1.1), in which the coupling terms involving state variables are 

contained in the nonlinear vector functions !; (v, t), j = 1 ... n, and the coupling 

terms involving state variable derivatives are collected in the terms 

n 

-L Cii(V,t)V'i, 
i=l 
iF-i 

j = 1, ... n. 

All the coupling terms are treated as forcing functions just as any voltage or 

current source. 

Introducing the notation 

n 

qj(v,t) = fj(v,t) - LCij(V,t)V'i, 
i=l 
iF-i 

the jth sub circuit equations can be rewritten as 

j = 1, ... n 

Cjj ( v, t)v' i = qj( v, t) j = 1, .. . n. (6.1.3) 

Each sub circuit is then linearized according to the scheme described in section 

5.1 yielding 

j = 1, .. . n. (6.1.4) 

where °v is a vector of initial approximation to the solutions. It is now possible 

to apply the spectral algorithm (ALGORITHM 1) to obtain a solution for each 

of the linearized subsystems. These solutions depend on the coupling variables 
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and their respective derivatives which are given in an approximate form (initial 

estimate or previous iteration). Therefore, an iterative scheme must be used 

to introduce the newly obtained solutions, which are more accurate, and solve 

for each sub circuit repeatedly until a satisfactory solution is obtained. Two 

schemes borrowed from the linear algebra, Gauss-Seidel (GS) and Gauss-Jacobi 

(GJ), have been applied successfuly in waveform relaxation implementations 

(Lelarasmee, Ruehli, S. Vincentelli, 1982). These schemes will be used in the 

next two sections to develope different algorithms that implement the spectral 

technique in a waveform relaxation framework. 

6.2 Gauss-Seidel Procedure 

The vector °v of initial approximations is also partitioned 

(6.2.1) 

where °v; is the sub-vector of initial estimates of sub circuit j. Using this vector, 

the spectral algorithm (ALGORITHM 1) is used to find a solution for sub circuit 

1, i.e. to obtain lVl' Then, using the vector (6.2.1), with °Vl replaced by lVI, the 

spectral algorithm is used to find a solution for sub circuit 2, i.e. to obtain lV2. 

Again, the newly obtained solution replaces the old one in vector (6.2.1) and a 

new solution vector, for the next subcircuit, is obtained. This process is repeated 

until all sub circuits are solved. After this is acomplished, the convergence test 

of the solution, i.e. if 111 v _0 v 1100 ~ WRTOL is applied, where WRTOL is 

a specified tolerance. If this test is not satisfactory, the process is repeated, 

as many times as necessary, until Ilk v _k-l V 1100 ~ WRTOL indicating that 

a sufficiently close approximation to the true solution has been reached. It 

is assumed here that the circuit considered satisfy the convergence conditions 
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given in (White et aI, 1985). The procedure described above is illustrated 

by a program layout shown in figure 6.1 and identified through the text as 

ALGORITHM 2. 

Analyzing the ALGORITHM 2, one can easily note that some computa

tional effort is wasted by the insertion of ALGORITHM 1 as it is shown in 

figure 5.1. The ALGORITHM 1 is used to solve each sub circuit to convergence, 

even though the coupling terms are, in general inaccurate, and thus they will 

be different in the next WR iteration. Consequently the solution generated in 

such a way is not correct. It seems intuitively more reasonable to execute the 

ALGORITHM 1 only once for each subcircuit at each WR iteration, so that the 

two iterative processes (spectral and WR) are blended into one. A modification 

of ALGORITHM 2 using this procedure yields the algorithm shown in figure 

6.2. This will be identified through the text as ALGORITHM 3. 

Another improvement to the ALGORITHM 2, which also applies to the 

ALGORITHM 3, can be made considering the nature of the analyzed circuits. 

In digital circuits, it is observed that there are intervals of time during which 

only a small number of subcircuits is in transition (their state variables are 

changing) while the remaining sub circuits are latent or idle (their state variables 

do not change or change very little). Therefore, it can be expected that the 

rate of convergence of the solutions in the inactive sub circuits will be much 

higher than in the active ones. In ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 3 the 

convergence is tested after each WR iteration using the whole circuit solution 

vector. In this way, the sub circuit with the slowest speed of convergence controls 

the iterative process and sub circuits that have reached the required tolerance 

in previous iterations are unnecessarily reiterated. Therefore, the efficiency of 



ALGORITHM 2 

For k= 1,2, ... , (Maximum number of WR iterations) 

BEGIN 

END 

For j =1,2, ... ,n 

BEGIN 

END 

U i th t (k k k-l k-l k-l) - s ng e vec or VI, ••• , Vj-I, vi' vi+!, ... , V n • 

apply the Spectral Algorithm. (ALGORITHM 1). to get a 

solution of the linearized subcircuit j 

i.e .• obtain k Vj ; 

- If Ilk V - k-I V 1100:5 WRTOL 

Then done (Convergence achieved); 

Figure 6.1 Spectral algorithm in Gauss-Seidel relaxation framework. 
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ALGORITHM 3 

For k = 1,2, ... ~ (Maximum number of W R iterations) 

BEGIN 

For i = 1,2, •.. ,n 

BEGIN 

( [k] [k] [k] [11:-1] [k-l] [k-l l ) - Using the vector VI ,V2 , ••• ,Vj_l,Vj ,Vj +1 ' ••• ,Vn • 

expand the matrices Cj. Gj and the vector hj 

to form C}k-l], 9}k-l], if-I]; 

- Solve (Cf-1] - 9}k-l]8j);;;[k] = g[k-l]jtj + xf-1] for ;;;[k); 

- Evaluate ¢}k] = Bj¢j[k] + jtj; 
- Obtain vfl using inverse Chebyshev Transform 

i.e .• (t,b}k) --+ (C.T.)-I--+ v}k)); 

END 

If II v[k) - v[k-l) 1100 =5 W RTOL 

Then done (Convergence achieved); 

END 

Figur~ 6.2 Algorithm obtained blending the spectral iterations with the 
Gauss-Seidel relaxation iterations. 
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ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 3 can be improved testing the convergence 

for each individual sub circuit rather than for the whole circuit. In this way, 

after sub circuit j goes through the steps of ALGORITHM 1, its solution is 

tested for convergence, i.e. if Ilk V; _k-l V; 1100 :5 WRTOL. If it satisfies the 

tolerance, then the sub circuit j is excluded in the next iterations. It must 

be taken into account however, that as the iterations proceed for the other 

sub circuits , couplings might change. Therefore, after convergence has been 

achieved in all subcircuits, it is advisable to perform one last iteration in all of 

them. 

Modifications of ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 3 using the above 

scheme are shown in the figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The resulting algo

rithms will be identified through the text as ALGORITHM 2-M and ALGO

RITHM 3-M. 

6.3 Gauss-Jacobi Procedure 

In the Gauss- Jacobi procedure, the partitioned vector of initial approxi-

mat ions (6.2.1) is used to apply the spectral algorithm (ALGORITM 1) to find 

the solution vector for all the sub circuits. That is, to find 

1 _ (1 1 I) v- V!, V2, ••• , Vn (6.3.1) 

In this case however, the newly obtained solutions IV;, j = 1,2, ... , n do not 

replace the old solutions °v;, j = 1,2, ... , n until all of the n sub circuits are 

solved. Once this is accomplished, the convergence test, i.e if III V _0 V 1100 :5 

W RTOL, is applied as before. If this test is not satisfactory, the process is 

repeated using Iv ins ted of °v. This iterative process continues until, for some 

positive integer, k, Ilk V _k-l V 1100 :5 W RTOL is satisfied indicating that a 



ALGORITHM 2-M 

For i = 1,2, ... , n 

Clear CONVFLAG[i]; 

For k = 1,2, ... , (Maximum number of WR iterations) 

BEGIN 

For i = 1,2, ... ,n 

BEGIN 

If CONY FLAG[i] clear 

Then 

BEGIN 

U i th t (k k k-l k-l k-l) - s ng e vec or Vb ••• , Vj-I! vj, Vj+l, ••• , V n • 

apply the Spectral Algorithm. (ALGORITHM 1). to get a 

solution of the linearized subcircuit i 
i.e .• obtain k Vj ; 

- If Ilk Vj - k-lVj 1100 :5 W RTOL 

Then set CONVFLAG[i]; 

END 

END 

If all CONVFLAG set 

Then done (Convergence achieved); 

END 

Figure 6.3 Modification of ALGORITHM 2 in which iterations are carried 
out only in the sub circuits that have not reached convergence. 
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ALGORITHM 3-M 

For i = 1,2, ... , n 

Clear CONVFLAG[i]: 

For k=1,2, ... ,(Maximum number of WR iterations) 

BEGIN 

For j= 1,2, ... ,n 

BEGIN 

If CONY FLAG[i] clear 

Then 

BEGIN 
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U h ( (kl (kl (kl (k-l1 (k-l1 (k-ll) - sing t e vector vI 'V2 , ••• ,Vj_l,Vj 'Vj +1 , ••• ,Vn • 

END 

expand the matrices Cit Gi and the vector hi 

to form C}k-ll, g}k-ll, X}k-ll: 

- Solve (C}k-ll - gJk-ll Bi)1$j(kl = g(k-1liIj + X}k-ll for ¢',Jkl: 

- Evaluate i}kl = Bi1$j(kl + iIi : 
- Obtain v}kl using inverse Chebyshev Transform 

Le .• (¢}kl ~ (C.T.)-l ~ vtl): 

- If II v}kl - vJk-ll 1100 $ W Q,TOL 

Then set CONY FLAG[i]: 

END 

If all CONVFLAG set 

Then done (Convergence achieved): 

END 

Figure 6.4 Modification of ALGORITHM 3 in which iterations are carried 
out only in the sub circuits that have not reached convergence. 
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sufficiently close approximation to the true solution has been reached. 

The four algorithm versions proposed for the Gauss-Seidel procedure can 

be easily adapted for the Gauss-Jacobi procedure. In fact, the only modification 

required in ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 2-M is to replace the vector 

( k Ie Ie Ie-I Ie-I Ie-I) 
Vb V2, ••• , Vj-b Vj, Vj+I, ••• , Vn 

by the· vector 

( Ie-I Ie-I Ie-I Ie-I) Vb V2, • •• , Vj, ••• , V n • 

As in ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 2-M, the index k represent the wave-

form relaxation iteration count. 

In the case of'ALGORITHM 3 and ALGORITHM 3-M, the only require-

ment is to replace the vector 

by the vector 

(
[Ie-I) [Ie-I) [Ie-I) [Ie-I)) 

VI 'V2 , ••• ,Vj ' ••• 'Vn • 

As in ALGORITHM 3 and ALGORITHM 3-M, the index [k] represent the itera

tion count of the single iterative process that combines the waveform relaxation 

and spectral iterations. 

It has been shown experimentaly (Shulte, Guarini, 1983) that the imple

mentations of WR using the Gauss-Jacobi procedure converge slower than those 

using the Gauss-Seidel procedure. An attractive property of the Gauss-Jacobi 

procedure, however, is its inherent parallelism. This facilitates the implemen

tation in a parallel computer system in which, for example, each sub circuit can 

be solved by a separate processor. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROTOTYPE SOFTWARE 

FOR SIMULATION OF MOS CIRCUITS 

In this chapter the prototype software based on the spectral techniques pre

sented in the previous chapters is described. This software has been developed 

for simulation of circuits built in MOS technology. The computer codes were 

written using FORTRAN 77. The structure of the software and the functions of 

important subroutines are described. A listing of the programs and subroutines 

that form the experimental software can be found in (Guarini, 1988). 

7.1 Summary of Basic Operations 

In Chapter 5, section 5.1, it was pointed out that the model equations 

describing the behavior of MOS circuits can be written in the form: 

C(v,t)v'(t) = q(v,t) (7.1.1) 

Direct numerical solution of such equations is difficult and thus a linearization 

based on Newton-Kantorovich scheme was introduced. This linearization leads 

to a repeated solution of equations having the form: 

A(t)y'(t) = G(t)y(t) + h(t) (7.1.2) 

For this reason, the effort in the matematical develoPl7lents presented in chapters 

3 and 4 has been directed toward the solution of systems of linear ordinary 

differential equations of the form (7.1.2). The outcome of this development is a 
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numerical scheme in which the key issue is the construction of suitable matrices 

and solution of the following system of linear algebraic equations 

(Jl- 98);P' = X- + 9i1 (7.1.3) 

where Jl and 9 are matrices generated by the Chebyshev expansion of the 

function matrices A(t) and G(t) appearing in (7.1.2). The block diagonal matrix 

8 relates the coefficients, ;P, of the expansion for the solution vector y(t) to the 

coefficients, ;P', of expansions for the vector of derivatives y' (t). The vector X

is composed of the coefficients of the expansion of the vector h(t) and i1 is a 

vector arising from the initial conditions. 

The coefficients, ;P, of the expansion of derivatives y' (t) are obtained solving 

(7~1.3), then the vector of coefficients, ;P, for the expansion of y(t) is calculated 

using the formula 

(7.1.4) 

Computing the solution over longer intervals requires the use of Chebyshev series 

of higher degree if we want to retain the same order of accuracy. In this work it 

is assumed that the expansion order is kept constant and is selected as a multiple 

of 2 (2,4,8,16). Thus in practical applications the error is controlled by splitting 

the integration interval [0, Tmax] into subintervals called here time windows or 

shortly windows. Initial selection of window lengths is directed by the behavior 

of driving voltages. In digital systems, this behavior is characterized by the 

rising and falling times and frequency of clocks. 

In each window the equations are scaled ( this operation is very elementary 

and fast in execution) so that the variable representing time changes within the 

interval [-1,1], as assumed in the mathematical developments presented in the 

chapters 3 and 4. 
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'1.2 General Software Organization 

The general structure of the experimental software can be described by 

seven blocks as depicted in figure 7.1. There are five major blocks and two 

minor ones. The major blocks are: 

1. The MAIN block or main program consists of a sequence of subroutine 

calls which follow the steps required by a simulation task. The waveform 

relaxation (WR) and Newton-Kantorovich (NK) loops are implemented in 

this block. 

2. The MODEL block consists of a fixed subroutine that assembles the vector 

h(t), and a problem dependent group of subroutines that provide all the 

information about the circuit model (i.e. function entries of capacitance 

and Jacobian matrices and vector q, size of the circuit and sub circuits , 

input signals, window size estimates, etc.) 

3. The MOS! block is a collection of FORTRAN functions that implement 

the level 1 MOS model (Meyer, 1971) as used in SPICE. 

4. The GUESS block contains the subroutines required to obtain the initial 

conditions of the problem and to estimate an initial guess for the solution 

waveforms in order to initiate the iterations. 

5. The integration block consists of a main subroutine and a collection of 

subroutines which are required in order to generate and solve the system 

(7.1.3), evaluate (7.1.4) and obtain the vector of solutions. 

The two minor blocks are TIMEP and STORE. The block TIMEP consists 

of one subroutine that maps the Chebyshev extrema points from the domain 
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... --'" MODEL MOS1 - ... 

.. 

- .. TIMEP 

.. 
MAIN GUESS 

~ 

..... - INTEGRATION .. 

~ STORE .. 

Figure 1.1 General structure of the experimental software. 
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[-1,1] to the actual time window selected. The block STORE contains the 

subroutines that create the files and store the solutions required by the user. 

A detailed description of the structure and operation of the experimental 

software is presented in the following sections. Section 7.3 describes all the 

blocks depicted in figure 7.1 with the exception of the INTEGRATION block 

which, because of its importance and complexity, is described in a separate 

section (7.5). Section 7.4 presents a summary of the operations required to 

compute the solutions. 

7.3 Operation and Detailed Organization of the Software 

Figure 7.2 shows a detailed block diagram of the software depicting the 

structure and the interaction between the modules. A detailed description of 

the blocks MAIN, MODEL, MOS1, GUESS, TIMEP and STORE is presented 

in this section. 

7.3.1 MAIN block (program) 

The basic idea followed in the development of the software was to have a 

main program, structured in such a way, that its execution follows the steps 

required by a simulation task. In sequential order, these steps are: 

1. Obtain the number of sub circuits and the total number of state variables 

in the circuit. 

2. Ask the user, through the terminal, which state variable and/or input volt

ages need to be stored for the output. . 

3. Get time range of the next window and Chebyshev expansion order. 
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MAIN 

Call PARAMETERS ~ 

~ call WINDOWS I-t-
Lt. 

TII"IEP Enter variables to I..-.t. store 
Mapp ChebySheV 
extrema pomts f4-r- Call TIMEP 

~ 

GUESS 

Evaluate Initial guess f4- r- Call GUESS . 
for the solutions MODEL 

Call INPUTS 

Compute solutions 
(WR and NK loop/s) 

INTEGRATION 
Call LlNMOD 

Solve linearized : system of ODE's using Call INTEGRATION 
spectral technique 

MOSI 

Half window If non - convergence STORE 

Call STORE if con- Store current window 
vergence achieved results 

Continue with next 
'--

window 

Stop If all windows 
done 

Figure 7.2 Block diagram of the experimental software. 
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4. Determine the location of the Chebyshev extrema points corresponding to 

the window selected. 

5. Estimate an initial guess for the solutions to start the iterative process. 

6. Evaluate the driving voltages at the time points determined in step 4. 

7. Compute the solutions in the selected window using the algorithms de

scribed in chapter 6. 

8. If non convergence or slow convergence is observed in step 7, then halve 

the size of the current time window and go to step 4. 

9. If convergence is achieved in the previous step, store results. 

10. If computation in all the windows is completed, then stop, if not, go to step 

3. 

Of the above steps, only 2, 8 and 10 are entirely carried out inside the MAIN 

program. The other steps are basically subroutine calls to the other blocks. The 

execution of Step 7 is shared by the MAIN program, the MODEL block and 

the INTEGRATION block. The actual implementation of step 7 depends on 

the selection of one of the algorithms presented in chapter 6. A brief account 

of the basic functions performed in step 7 will be presented in section 7.4. A 

description of the functions performed in steps 2, 8, and 10 follows. 

In step 2, two integer arrays are filled, one with the numbers identifying the 

state variables· that the user selects for storage and the other with the numbers 

identifying the driving voltages that he/she selects for storage. The arrays are 
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filled as the user types the selection in the terminal. These arrays will be passed 

later to the subroutines in the STORE block in order to indicate the selected 

state variables and/or driving voltages. 

In step 8, the convergence of the WR and Newton-Kantorovich loops are 

tested. H convergence is not achieved in a certain number of iterations (the 

difference between solutions in the last two iterations is above the tolerance), 

the process is halted. Then, the size of the window is reduced by half and the 

execution of the program is directed to step 4. The program then continues to 

obtain a solution for the new, smaller, window. Hnon convergence occurs again, 

the new window is halved once more. This process continues until convergence is 

achieved or a limit for window halving is reached. In this last case the program 

stops and prints out an appropriate message. In all the examples run to date, 

none of the windows established by the behavior of driving voltages has been 

halved more than one time, and even this ocurrs very seldom. H a window has 

been halved one or more times, then the rest of the original window is solved 

using the sub-windows generated by the partition. 

The only function carried out in step 10 is to check if all the windows 

have been solved. H the answer is yes that means that the simulation has been 

carried out from 0 to Tmax. H this is not the case the program is directed to 

step 2 where the limit and expansion order for the next window is fetched. If 

the simulation has been completed, the program stops. 

7.3.2. MODEL and MOS! blocks 

The block MODEL contains all the subroutines required to specify the 

model of the circuit to be analyzed. Therefore, they are model dependent. It 

also contains a model independent subroutine called "linmod" that assembles 
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the right hand side of the equation (7.1.3). As mentioned before, the block 

MOS1 consists of a set of FORTRAN functions that implement the level 1 MaS 

model used in SPICE. The functions of MOS1 will be presented along with the 

description of subroutine "model" later in this section. The description of the 

operation of each of the subroutines in these blocks is presented following the 

order of caIling in a simulation run. 

The first subroutine in the MODEL block, named "parameters", is called 

once at the begining of a simulation run (step 1 in the sequence described at 

the begining of section 7.3). Its sole function is to provide the total number of 

state variables and the total number of sub circuits in the problem. 

The second subroutine, named "windows", is called in step 3 of the se

quence. The purpose of this subroutine is to provide the time limits and the 

order of expansion in the next window to solve. The selection of these values 

is presently based on the shape of the input signals and clocks. The simple 

approach consists of limiting the window size to the next point where the input 

signal and/or clock switches from high to low or vice versa. The expansion order 

is determined after the window size has been selected. The larger the window, 

the larger the expansion required. Currently the selection of order of expansions 

is restricted to 2, 4, 8 and 16. These numbers allow the determination of the 

expansion coefficients efficiently using the Fast Chebyshev Transform (FCT), a 

technique similar to Fast Fourier Transformation. This feature is designed for 

high order expansions. Subroutine "windows" also provides the total number 

of windows into which the interval [O,Tma.x] has been partitioned. The total 

number of windows is used in step 10 to determine if the simulation run has 

been completed. 
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The third subroutine in the MODEL block is named "icguess". It provides 

an array with a guess for the initial value of each state variable in the circuit. 

These values are supplied by the user and are required in the block GUESS to 

initiate the iterative process to find the initial conditions of the problem. 

The fourth subroutine, called "inputs", evaluates all the external driving 

voltages and their corresponding derivatives at 2N + 1 time points, where 

N is the order of the expansion required. These time points are defined by 

the extrema of Chebyshev polynomials. Note that, as indicated at the end of 

chapter 3, in order to expand the Jacobian and capacitance matrix, it is required 

to build expansions of order 2N. Hence, the requirement to evaluate the driving 

voltages and corresponding derivatives at those 2N + 1 points. 

The fifth subroutine in the MODEL block is named "submodeldata". Its 

purpose is to provide the number of state variables as well as the number of 

elements of the capacitance and Jacobian matrices in the sub circuit to be solved. 

It is important to point out that only non zero matrix elements are stored. 

Therefore, this subroutine also provides information about the location of the 

elements in the matrix. This information is contained in three integer arrays 

that are passed to the main program. The first two hold the indexes i and i 

respectively. The third holds a code that indicates if the corresponding position 

has only a capacitance element, only a Jacobian element or both. 

The last of the problem dependent subroutines in the MODEL block named 

"model", evaluates all the function elements of the vector q(v, t) in (7.1.1) and all 

the function elements of the capacitance and Jacobian matrices. The nonlinear 

function elements of the vector q are evaluated at N + 1 time points, where 

N is the order of the expansion required. These discrete time points are also 
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defined by the extrema (maxima and minima) of Chebyshev polynomials. In 

this way a vector of dimension N + 1 is generated for each of the nonlinear 

function elements. The evaluation of these functions requires the values of the 

nonlinear current source IDS in the MOS model. These values are determined 

by a function called "current" in the MOSl block. This function receives the 

four voltages (VG, Vs, VB, VD) at the terminal of the device and Vto and returns 

the value of IDS. Another requirement for the evaluation of the nonlinear 

function elements of q are the coupling capacitances between the sub circuit 

under consideration and the rest of the sub circuits. These capacitances are in 

general components of the MOS levell model and therefore they are nonlinear 

functions of the MOS terminal voltages. They are evaluated in corresponding 

FORTRAN functions in the MOSl block. 

The elements of the Jacobian and capacitance matrix are computed at 

2N + 1 time points, which are also determined by the polynomial extrema. In 

this case however, as indicated at the end of chapter 3, it is required to build 

an expansion of order 2N. Therefore, each element in each matrix generates 

a vector of dimension 2N + 1. The evaluation of the Jacobian matrix requires 

the partial derivatives of the nonlinear current source IDS with respect to the 

voltages VG, Vs , VB, VD. This is acomplished by four FORTRAN functions, 

one for each partial derivative, in the MOSl block. It also requires the partial 

derivatives of the coupling nonlinear capacitances with respect to the corre

sponding voltages. The computation of these are acomplished by a group of 

FORTRAN functions in the MOSl block. The evaluation of the capacitance 

matrix requires the FORTRAN functions that implement the nonlinear capac

itances in the MOS level 1 model. These are the same functions used in the 
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evaluation of the elements of the vector function q( v, t). 

The last subroutine in the block MODEL, named "linmod", is independent 

of the problem to be solved. It is the link between the "main" program and the 

circuit model contained in subroutine "model". The primary function performed 

by this subroutine is assembling of the vector h(t). This is accomplished by 

subtracting the product of the Jacobian matrix with the vector of solutions 

obtained at the previous iteration from the vector of nonlinear functions as 

shown in chapter 5, section 5.1. 

7.3.3 GUESS block 

In order to start the iterative process it is necessary to determine the ini

tial guessess (initial estimates) for the solutions. The initial estimates of the 

solutions (one per state variable), are computed by a subroutine called "guess". 

At the first window, subroutine "guess" determines the initial conditions of the 

problem using the subroutine "mewton". The computation of initial conditions 

is based on the values of input signals and clocks at time t = O. It starts from 

the initial values provided by the subroutine "icguess" in the MODEL block, 

and solves iteratively the linearized version of the circuit model in which, the 

capacitance matrix has been replaced by the zero matrix. Note that the circuit 

model provides the nonlinear functions, q(v,t) and the corresponding Jacobian 

50 that no extra effort is spent on generating them. Subroutine "rnewton" is a 

modified version of the traditional Newton-Raphson technique which takes into 

account the partitioning of the system. It can be described as a simple one step 

relaxation technique. Subroutine "rnewton" uses subroutines "ludecomp" and 

"backsub" that perform LU decomposition and back substitution respectively 

and are necessary to solve the linear algebraic systems , generated in "rnewton". 
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After the initial conditions are obtained, the initial guesses for the first window 

are simply set to a constant value (initial condition) throughout the whole win

dow. For the upcoming windows, the initial estimation of solutions is currently 

computed in the following simple way. Each estimate is a straight line that 

begins at the same value as that of the corresponding solution at the end of the 

previous window. They also have the same slope at that point. If any of these 

approximations goes out of a prestabIished bounded region, then at the point 

that this occurs the line is broken and set constant, equal to the corresponding 

bound. More sophisticated techniques can be developed, especially for digital 

circuits, in which the general shape of the outputs can be easily estimated by 

inspection of the circuit together with the input signals and clocks. 

7.3.4 TIMEP and STORE blocks 

The block TIMEP consists of only one subroutine named "timep". It com

putes the 2N + 1 time points at which the function elements of the model 

equation must be evaluated. Essentially it is a mapping of the position of the 

2N + 1 extrema points in the interval [-1,1] to the corresponding ones in the 

time window selected. 

The block STORE is composed of three subroutines. The first one, named 

"output", stores the solutions selected by the user, the second, named "out

coeff" , stores the corresponding coefficiens of the Chebyshev expansions of the 

solutions, and the third, named "outvin", stores the driving voltages selected by 

the user. Each subroutine can process up to 48 variables (solutions, coefficiens, 

driving voltages). When the solutions for a window are completed (conver

gence is reached), the "main" program calls these three subroutines to store 

the coresponding partial results together with the corresponding time points. 
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The variables are stored in files that accept nine columns. The first column 

corresponds to the time points and the remaining eight, correspond to eight of 

the selected variables in increasing order of subscript. 

'1.4 Computation of Solutions 

In this section a brief account of the operations carried out in step 7 of the 

program, "main", is presented. As mentioned above the actual implementation 

of step 7 depends on the algorithms selected. The algorithms developed to date 

are described in chapter 6. However, most of the tasks performed in this step 

are common to all the algorithms and are described below. 

The main operations carried out in step 7 are: 

1. Selection of a sub circuit 

2. Evaluation (at several prescribed time points) of the capacitance and Jaco

bian matrices and the vector h(t) corresponding to the linearized subcircuit 

selected 

3. Generation and solution of the linear algebraic system (7.1.3) corresponding 

to the subcircuit selected. 

These three operations are repeated several times until a solution for the 

whole circuit is found for the currently selected window. 

The subcircuit selection usually is done in sequential manner from the first 

to the last subcircuit. In some cases however, depending on the algorithm 

selected, the sub circuits that already have converged are skiped. 

The evaluation of the capacitance matrix (A(t)), Jacobian (G(t)) and vector 

h(t) corresponding to the linearized system (7.1.2) is performed by calling the 
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"linmod" subroutine. This is acomplished by calling subroutine "model" using 

the results obtained at the previous iteration (initial guess if this is the first 

iteration) and the driving voltages. It is important to keep in mind that all 

the components of the capacitance and Jacobian matrices are evaluated at the 

2N + 1 extrema points while the nonlinear functions q are evaluated at the 

N+l extrema points. As mentioned before, the vector h(t) is computed by 

subtracting the product of the Jacobian matrix with the vector of solutions 

obtained at the previous iteration from the vector of nonlinear functions as 

shown in chapter 5 section 5.1. 

Having performed the above calculations, the next step is carried out by the 

block INTEGRATION. The routines in this block essentially generate and solve 

the linear algebraic system (7.1.3). The solution of this system provides a new 

set of vectors (one per state variable), that represents a better approximation 

to the solution of the model in the currently selected time window. Due to the 

importance and complexity of the block INTEGRATION, it is described in a 

separate section. 

7.5 Generation and Solution of the Coefficient Equations 

The generation and then the solution of the system of linear algebraic 

equations 

M-$' = b (7.5.1) 

where 

M=A-9B 

and 
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is performed by the block called INTEGRATION. A detailed diagram of this 

block is provided in the figure 7.3. 

The most important part of the block INTEGRATION is subroutine "in

teg" , which carries out the following steps 

1. Time scaling 

2. Expansion of function elements and initialization of vector b 

3. Formation of system of equations (7.5.1) 

4. Solving (7.5.1) for ;p' 

5. Generation of solutions 

Following the approach taken in previous sections, the more detailed de

scription of the block INTEGRATION is carried out following the sequence of 

sieps specified above. 

7.5.1 Time scaling 

The problem must be scaled for the time window selected becaus,e the 

Chebyshev polynomials are defined in the interval t E [-1, IJ. The scaling is 

achieved simply by dividing each element of the capacitance matrix by one half 

the window size. All time varying external sources are scaled appropiately. 

7.5.2 Expansion of function elements and initialization of vector b 

The operations in this step yield the expansions in terms of Chebyshev 

series for each of the elements of the capacitance matrix, Jacobian and vector 

h(t). Each of this elements 'in fact is a function that is evaluated at the extrema 
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points. In this way each function element is represented by a vector of samples. 

The coefficients of the Chebyshev expansi&n for the elements (functions) are 

obtained by applying Chebyshev Transform to a corresponding set of samples. 

The expansions are performed by calling subroutine "expand" that arranges 

the vectors and then calls subroutine FCT (Fast Chebyshev Transform). FCT 

implements a modification of the the well known FFT algorithm. The right hand 

side vector of (7.5.1) is then filled with the Chebyshev expansion coefficients of 

the vector h(t). Subsequently, to obtain the vector b, the product 9il is added 

as specified in (7.1.3). This operation takes place at the next step as 9 is 

evaluated. 

7.5.3 Formation of linear algebraic system of equations 

The generation of the linear algebraic system (7.5.1) is done in a loop 

involving the following substeps: 

a. Generation of one submatrix of matrix A (A kl with entries determined 

bye 4.2.10)) 

b. Generation of one sub matrix of matrix 9 (Gkl with entries determined 

bye 4.2.10)) 

c. Update right hand side vector b 

d. Compute product of submatrix generated in (b.) with submatrix B of B 

e. Subtract the above product from the submatrix generated in (a.) 

It must be noticed that step (a.) or step (b.), but not both, can be skiped 

in any iteration. This depends on the value of the elements in the original ca-
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pacitance matrix and in the Jacobian. The algorithm starts by searching for the 

occurrence of the first non zero element in either the capacitance matrix or the 

Jacobian. Once this is found, then the corresponding submatrix is generated. 

Note that both matrices can have the first nonzero element (or other elements) 

at the same location. In that case step (a.) and step (b.) are executed at the 

same iteration. 

As the development in chapter 3 indicates, for each function element in the 

capacitance matrix and in the Jacobian matrix, there will be a submatrix of size 

(N + 1) x (N + 1) in the matrix .It and matrix 9 respectively (N is the order 

of the expansion). Each submatrix has the the same position in the matrix (as 

a block) as the corresponding function element has in the original matrix. The 

entries,a~J, of submatrix A kl in the matrix .It are obtained by the formula 

kl {tai, i=O,i=O,I,2 ... ,Nj 
aii= '2(ai+i+ ali-il), i=O,i:j=O,I,2 ... ,2N. 

(7.5.2) 

where ai are the coefficients of the Chebyshev expansion of the corresponding 

function element in the capacitance matrix. The entries of each submatrix 

Gkl in the matrix 9 are computed by the same formula using the Chebyshev 

expansion coefficients of the elements of the Jacobian. The generation of these 

submatrices is performed by the subroutine "subm" which receives a vector 

with the expansion coefficients of a given element and returns the corresponding 

submatrix. 

Every time that a submatrix Gkl is generated, it is multiplied by the cor

responding subvector JL' of p. This product is added to the corresponding 

subvector b
' 

of b. In this way, after all the submatrices of 9 are generated, the 

right hand side vector holds the correct component values of b 
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Mter updating b, Gkl is right multiplied by the submatrix B. In this way 

a submatrix of the product 9 B is obtained. This product is performed by the 

subroutine "submgb" which exploits the fixed structure of the submatrix B in 

B. 

Having completed the above operations, the content of matrix .M is up

dated by adding a new submatrix. Three possible cases are taken into account. 

If only a submatrix A kl has been generated, it is immediately included in the 

corresponding position of M. If only a submatrix Gkl has been generated, the 

negative value of its product with the submatrix B is included in the corre

sponding locations of M. Finaly, if both submatrices have been generated, then 

Akl - GklB is included in the right locations of M. 

As mentioned before, the above loop is repeated until all the elements of 

the capacitance matrix and Jacobian have been expanded. As a result, the 

system of linear algebraic equations (7.5.1) is formed. 

7.5.4 Solution of the linear algebraic system for ;p' 
The solution of the linear algebraic system of equations (7.5.1) is currently 

obtained by using a simple modification of the Gausian elimination method 

with partial pivoting. Because of the use of the WR technique, the partition 

of the circuit into subcircuits, produces, in general, small linear systems. The 

modified Gaussian elimination method gives satisfactoty results in such cases. 

For larger systems (larger subcircuits), more sophisticated techniques should be 

considered for solving the corresponding linear equations. 

7.5.5 Generation of solutions 

Mter the expansion coefficients ;p' for the derivatives Y'(t) are obtained, 
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the formula (7.1.4) is applied to get the coefficients til of the expansion of the 

solution y(t). This operation is carried out by the subroutine "getpsi". Having 

the coefficients til, the solutions y(t) at the extrema points are obtained by call

ing subroutine "expand" which together with subroutine "FCT" implements an 

inverse Chebyshev Transform. The inverse transform is performed by premul

tip lying the coefficients of the expansion by N /4 (N = expansion order), before 

they are used in the FCT subroutine. The same procedure is applied (replacing 

til by til') in order to obtain the derivatives y'(t) at the extrema points. It is also 

necessary to calculate the solutions and derivatives at the intermediate extrema 

points, as required by the formula (7.5.2), in order to evaluate the capacitance 

matrix and Jacobian for the next iteration. This is achieved by subroutine 

"chevev" which implements the known Clenshaw's recurrence formula (Press et 

aI, 1986). Finally, after the above operations are completed, the control returns 

to the "main" program. 
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CHAPTER 8 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this chapter numerical experiments designed to test the software based 

on the spectral technique are described. Models of passive linear circuits and 

circuits built in MOS technology were used in those experiments. Comparisons 

with the results obtained using SPICE are also reported. All the computations 

using both the software based on spectral technique and SPICE were performed 

employing a VAX 750 computer running under the VMS operating system. The 

subroutines implementing the model equations (MODEL block), for some of the 

examples described in this chapter, can be found in the appendices A to D. 

8.1 Transient Analysis of a Linear Circuit 

The numerical experiments involving linear circuits were performed during 

the initial stages of the research. The transient behavior of simple linear circuits 

was studied. These studies were used both for program debugging purposes and 

for initial evaluation of the spectral technique performance. The reasons for se

lection of linear circuits were their simplicity (particularly important at the 

initial stages when there were no facilities for computer assisted model formula

tion), and most importantly the availability of analytic solutions to evaluate the 

errors in computing. This last feature is essential because one of the important 

me assures of performance is the accuracy of numerical solutions. 

The results of transient simulation in a second order RLe circuit, shown 

in figure 8.1, are given in this section. The model equations were constructed 

and properly scaled. The simulation was performed for the input voltage Yin = 

1 - exp( -2.5t) in the interval ~ E [0,20] using the damping factor e = 0.25, 
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Figure 8.1 Simulation of 2nd order RLC circuit; (a) circuit diagram, (b) dif
ference between analytical and numerical solution of the output 
computed with the software based on spectral technique. 
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which corresponds to an oscillatory case. One window and expansion of order 

16 were used to cover the whole interval. The same analysis was performed 

using SPICE 2G.5 program. The RELTOL (Nagel, 1975) parameter in SPICE 

was reduced until the maximum error measure (maximum difference between 

computed and analytic solution) approximately matched the one obtained us

ing spectral technique. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the difference between the 

analytical solution and those computed using spectral technique and SPICE 

respectively. CPU times required in both cases are shown in figure 8.16 at the 

end of this chapter. It is important to point out that the CPU time required 

for computations performed with the use of spectral technique· was more than 

one order of magnitude smaller than that required by SPICE. 

In general, all the experiments performed using linear circuits were very 

successful, with accuracy of solutions and CPU time efficiency similar to the 

example described above. They were very useful in the identification and im

provement of several aspects of computer implementation of the spectral algo

rithm. Perhaps the most important outcome of these experiments, however, 

was that they provided the first glimpse of the potential of the proposed tech

nique. These results motivated further development of software for the transient 

analysis of MOS circuits. 

8.2 Transient Analysis of a CMOS Dynamic 

Shift Register 

The first numerical experiment with transistor circuits was performed using 

the CMOS dynamic shift register shown in figure 8.3. This circuit was selected 

due to its two convenient properties. First, the model equations are relatively 

easy to obtain by hand. Second, the structure of the circuit is based on a cell 
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Figure 8.2 Difference between analytical and numerical solution for the output 
voltage of the 2nd order RLC circuit computed with SPICE. 
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that repeats many times. In this way the equations of the basic cell can be used 

repetitively, with different parameters, in order to evaluate the complete circuit 

model. It also allows to perform the transient analysis for shift registers of 

different number of bits, so that performance can be tested for different circuit 

sizes. The equivalent circuit used in all the computations was based on the 

MOS transistor model proposed by Meyer (Meyer, 1971), and used in SPICE 

as level 1 model. The shift register equations were formulated using modified 

nodal analysis. Each basic cell, composed of and N-channel pass transistor and 

a CMOS inverter, as shown in figure 8.3, was considered as a sub circuit in the 

WR process. 

Figure 8.4 shows the input signals VirH tPl, tP2 used in the simulation runs. 

The interval t E [0, 3.1/Lsec.] was divided in 25 subintervals (windows) according 

to the changes in the input voltage and clocks as described in chapter 7. Tran

sient simulations for shift registers with 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 cells (sub circuits, 

bits) were performed using ALGORITHM 2 and ALGORITHM 3 described in 

chapter 6. The tolerances, e, for the spectral loop and, WRTOL, for the WR 

loop were set to 1 mv. The same analysis was performed using SPICE. In this 

case the accuracy was controlled reducing the parameter RELTOL as in all the 

experiments described in this chapter. Solutions were considered of the same 

quality when they did not differ by more than 10 mv. This was achieved with 

the RELTOL = lO-a. Figure 8.4 shows the input signals and results for the 

variables V2 , V4 , V6 and Va obtained in the transient analysis of the 4 bit shift 

register using ALGORITHM 3. Figure 8.5 shows the CPU time required in 

the experiments performed. The best performance was achieved using ALGO

RITHM 3, in which spectral and WR iterations are blended in one iterative 
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process. Results using SPICE required approximately 5.5 times the CPU time 

required by the prototype software based on ALGORITHM 3. 

8.3 Transient Analysis of a Chain of CMOS Inverters 

The selection of a chain of CMOS inverters for testing the performance 

of the techniques described in this work is largely due to its wide use as a 

benchmark circuit. The chain of inverters has also the same nice characteristics 

as the shift register. It consists of a cell (the inverter) that repeats many times, 

the resulting nodal equations are not to complicated, so they can be developed 

by hand. The number of inverters in the chain can easily be changed to test 

the performance for different circuit sizes. 

Figure 8.6 shows the general configuration of the circuit. Two consecutive 

inverters were selected as a sub circuit (partition). Transient simulation runs for 

chains of 4, 8, 16 and 32 inverters were performed using ALGORITHM 2 and 

ALGORITHM 3. As before, the tolerances for the spectral and the WR loops 

were set to 1 mv. The same analysis was performed using SPICE with the same 

accuracy control (RELTOL = 10-8 ) as in the previous experiments. Again the 

solutions generated under this conditions by the two programs, did not differ 

by more than 10 mv. Figure 8.7 shows a graph with the CPU time required 

in the transient analysis of the various experiments. The best performance was 

once more achieved using the ALGORITHM 3. 

It is very important to note that the CPU time required by SPICE increased 

exponentially, while the CPU time required by the prototype simulator increased 

linearly with the increase of the number of inverters in the chain. In the case 

of 32 inverters, SPICE required 23 times the CPU time required when using 

ALGORITHM 3. Figure 8.8 shows the input pulse and the waveforms obtained 
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at the output of each inverter ,using the prototype software in the transient 

analysis of the chain of 16 inverters. 

8.4 Transient Analysis of a Static CMOS D Flip-Flop 

A static Hip-flop was included in the set of simulation experiments in order 

to study the performance of the spectral and WR algorithms in a strongly cou

pled situation. Figure 8.9 shows the logic diagram. (a) and the circuit schematic 

(b) of the selected configuration. The circuit model equations in this case are 

much too complicated for hand generation. A special program. was constructed 

to generate the relevant equations. The program reads the nodal description of 

the circuit (similar to the one used in SPICE) and generates two subroutines. 

The first subroutine evaluates the indexes of the non zero elements of the ca

pacitance and Jacobian matrices for each subcircuit. The second subroutine 

evaluates the vectors of nonlinear functions, qj, j = 1, ... n, in (6.1.3), the J a

cobian matrix elements of the qj and the elements of the capacitance matrices 

Cjj, j = 1, ... n in (6.1.4). The program. is general, it accepts any circuit built 

in MOS technology. 

Two sets of model equations were generated for the flip-flop. One for 

the partition shown in figure 8.9 and the other for the whole circuit, without 

partitioning. A transient analysis was performed for both cases using the input 

signal D and the clock input ¢> shown in figure 8.10. According with these 

input signals, the time simulation interval (t E [0,3.1JLsec.]) was divided into 

13 windows. Figure 8.10 also shows the waveforms obtained for the output 

voltages Q and Q using the prototype simulator implemented on the base of 

ALGORITHM 3. The same analysis was performed using SPICE. The RELTOL 

parameter was set to 10-8 as in the previous experiments in order to get the 
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desired accuracy. The CPU times required for the analysis using both spectral 

technique and SPICE are shown at the end of this chapter in figure 8.16. It is 

important to point out that SPICE required approximately 5.8 times the CPU 

time needed in the simulation using the partitioned circuit and the software 

based on ALGORITHM 3. Solving the model without partition using spectral 

technique only (ALGORITHM 1) required twice as much CPU time, which is 

still about 3 times shorter than SPICE times. This result is very encouraging 

because it indicates that the combination of spectral and waveform relaxation 

techniques, can work succesfully even in strongly coupled situations, and with 

important gains in CPU time in comparison with traditional time marching 

techniques. 

8.5 Transient Analysis of a CMOS Full Adder 

Figure 8.11 shows the logic diagram and circuit schematic of a CMOS full 

adder selected to test the performance of the prototype simulator in solving a 

rather complicated circuit. 

Two sets of model equation subroutines were initially generated using the 

program mentioned in the previous section. One was generated based on the 

partition shown in figure 8.11 and the other without partitioning. A transient 

simulation was performed in both cases using the input signals A and B shown 

in the figure 8.12. The carry input, C, was tied to ground. Based on the shape 

of the input signals, the solution interval (t E [0,4.5J,Lsec.j) was divided into 

13 intervals (windows). Figure 8.12 also shows the waveforms obtained in the 

analysis for the outputs SUM and CARRY. The same analysis was performed 

using SPICE. The RELTOL parameter was once more set to 10-8 • As in the 

previous experiments, this value assured that the difference between 
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the solution obtained using SPICE and the experimental software did not differ 

by more than lOmv. The CPU times required in the analysis using both SPICE 

and the simulator based on ALGORITHM3 are shown at the end of this chapter 

in figure 8.16. 

To test how the CPU time increases with increasing the size of the circuit, 

model equations for the two and four bit adder schemes shown in figure 8.13 

were generated. The basic full adder of figure 8.11 was used as a building block 

with the same partition. A transient analysis was performed in all cases using 

the software based on ALGORITHM 3 and SPICE. Figures 8.14{a) and 8.14{b) 

show the input waveforms (Al = A2 = Aa = A4 and Bl = B2 = Ba = B 4) 

and the waveforms of the outputs SUM and CARRY of each block obtained 

in the transient analysis. All the settings for accuracy control as well as the 

number and sizes of the intervals (windows) were the same as in the case of 

one bit adder. Figure 8.15 shows a graph with the CPU time necessary for the 

simulation runs using both SPICE and the prototype spectral simulator. It is 

important to note that, as in the case of the chain of inverters, increasing the 

size of the circuit increases the run time of SPICE exponentially but the time 

needed by the simulator based on spectral and WR technique increases linearly. 
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Computer aided transient analysis plays an important role in the design of 

electronic systems, especially those for high-speed and high-performance prod

ucts. With the increasing complexity of today VLSI circuits, the computer 

time required for transient analysis is rapidly increasing, making the simulation 

of whole circuits impractical. In this work a new method for the solution of 

non-linear differential equations describing the dynamic behavior of MOS inte

grated circuits has been developed and investigated. The method is based on a 

simple, easy to implement, linearization scheme and the application of spectral 

algorithms to solve the linearized set of equations. A systematic approach to 

the construction of those algorithms has been also presented. The solutions are 

computed via an iterative process and they are represented in the form of a series 

of Chebyshev polynomials. This form assures the most compact representation 

of solutions (reduction of storage in comparison to conventional techniques is 

10:1 or more). This feature together with the minimax global error property of 

Chebyshev polynomials and the excellent (inexpensive) error control of spectral 

technique, are key properties used in the subsequent development .of the spec

tral technique in the waveform relaxation framework. This combination lead to 

several algorithms that further improve the efficiency in solving the transient 

of MOS integrated circuits. A prototype software was constructed for testing 

these algorithms. The program was developed in FORTRAN 77 on a VAX-
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750 computer running under VMS operating system. The code is composed of 

several carefully tested subroutines that form a prototype simulator for tran

sient behavior of MOS circuits. A program that processess SPICE type input 

files was developed to relieve the user from most of the tedious operations in 

formulating the circuit equations. 

Numerical experiments to date have shown that with MOS transistor cir

cuits, satisfactory solutions (with estimated errors within ImV) are obtained 

for properly selected time windows. The results of simulation experiments on 

different circuits were compared with those obtained using SPICE program. 

The accuracy of solutions using both SPICE and the prototype simulator was 

careffuly controlled, so that the differences between the solutions were, in all 

the cases, less than 10mV. The simulations based on spectral technique were 

always executed faster than those performed using SPICE. In the particular 

case of using the combination of spectral and waveform relaxation techniques 

implemented in the ALGORITHM 3, the simulations were 5 to 30 times faster 

than those performed using SPICE and yielding the same accuracy. It should 

be noted here that these CPU time savings will be even greater for larger cir

cuits. A very important aspect of the algorithms based on spectral technique 

and waveform relaxation is that in most of the cases a linear increase in CPU 

time was observed with increasing the circuit size meassured by the number of 

transistors. SPICE in turn, exhibited an exponential increase in the CPU time 

required for comparable computations. 

Recommendations for further studies 

The selection of window size is currently done in a rudimentary form, based 

on the shape of driving voltages. The optimization of window size selection and 
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its full automation can lead to further improvements in efficiency. The linear al

gebraic equations for the expansion coefficients are solved using a direct method. 

This is the most serious limitation of efficiency in the current implementation 

of the simulation software. It is known that for large circuits, characterized by 

large, sparse matrices there are more efficient iterative methods for solving such 

linear equations. The difference in CPU time required in the simulation of a well 

partition circuit compared to that required in the simulation of the same circuit 

with a poor partition can be significant. The automatic generation of "good" 

partitions, however difficult, is a particularly important aspect to be considered 

for further study. The automatic generation of circuit equations also requires 

improvements. The current implementation generates circuit model equations 

based only in the simple Meyer's MOS model. More accurate models should 

be included, especialy .those that conserve charges (Yang, Epler, Chatterjee, 

1983) and those for small geometry MOS devices (Yang, Chatterjee, 1982). An

other direction of future research is in the application to multilevel simulation. 

Spectral technique using Chebyshev expansion of variables has been succesfully 

applied to the solution of partial differential equations and recently to the par

ticular case of transmission line problems (Palusinski, Lee, 1988). Therefore, 

the connection between device, circuit and transmission line simulators in one 

software package should be greatly facilitated. Finaly, an important aspect to 

be considered for study is the implementation using parallel processors. The 

reduced data and continuous form of solutions provided by the spectral tech

nique, plus the inherent parallelism of the Gauss-Jacobi iterative procedure are 

very attractive properties for high efficiency in a parallel environment. 
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In summary, there is much further work to be done before a robust software 

package implementing spectral and waveform relaxation techniques becomes 

available for users. However, the results presented in this work motivate the 

development of such a code, which would be a valuable addition to the existing 

software for computer assisted design of integrated circuits. 
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subroutine submodeldata(iss,ns,m,mc,mg,ia,ja,ka) 

integer /ss,ns,m,me,mg,ia( 1 ),ja( 1 ),ka( 1) 

if{jmod(lss,2).eq.O) then 
jump - 2 

else 
jump - 3 

end if 
If{/ss.eq. 1) jump - 1 
if(lss.eq.ns) jump - 4 

GO TO( 1 ,2,3,4),jump 

1 m - 2 
me - 4 
mg - 3 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
ia(3) - 2 
ja(3) .. 1 
ka(3) - 2 
ia(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

2 m - 2 
me - 4 
mg - 3 

ia(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
ia(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
la(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
ia(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 
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e 
e 
e 

S m - 2 
me - 4 
mg - S 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
la(S) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
ia(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

4 m - 2 • 
me - 4 
mg - 3 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
la(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

end 

subroutine modeIOss.n.ns,f,df,cf,v ,vprev ,vdot,t,vln,dvin) 

real f( 1 ),df( 1 ),ef( 1), v( 1 ), vprev( 1 ), vdot( 1 ), t( 1), vln( 1 ),dvln( 1 ) 
Integer iss, n, ns 

VTON - 0.5 
VTOP - -0.5 
nhalf - (n+ 1 }/2 
if(n.eq. 1) nhalf - 1 
iflag - 1 
j - 1 
ifOmod(Jss,2).eq.0) then 
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jump - 2 
else 

jump - 3 
end If 
If(lss.eq. 1) jump - 1 
if(lss.eq.ns) jump - 4 

GO T0(1,2,3,4),jump 

1 DO 1001 1-1, n 

V1 - v(l + n*O) 
V2 - v(j + n*1) 

VPREV3 - vprev(l + n*2) 
DVPREV3 - vdot(i + n*2) 

VIN1 - vln(j + n*O) 
DVIN1 - dvin(i + n*O) 
VIN2 - vln(l + n*1) 
DVIN2 - dvin(j + n*1) 
VIN3 - vin(l + n*2) 
DVIN3 - dvin(j + n*2) 

if(lflag.gt.O) then 

f(j+nhalf*0)-+cgs(VIN1 ,VIN2,V 1 )*DVIN2+current(VIN1, VIN2,V1 ,O.O,V 
&TON) 

f{j+nhalf*1 )-current(V2. V1 ,S.O,S.O, VTOP)-current(V2, V 1 ,0.0,0.0, 
&VTON)+Cgd(V2,VIN3, VPREV3)*DVIN3-current(V2,VIN3,VPREV3,0.0, VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
Iflag - -iflag 

df(l+n*0).+pcgss(VIN1 ,VIN2,V1 )*DVIN2+psv(VIN1 ,VIN2, V1 ,O.O,VTON) 
df(l+n*1 )-pgv(V2,V1 ,S.0,s.0,VTOP}-pgv(V2,V 1 ,O.O,O.O,VTON) 
df(l+n*2)-pdv(V2,V 1 ,S.0.S.0,VTOP}-Pdv(V2,V 1 ,0.0,0.0, VTON)+pcgdd 

&(V2,VIN3,VPREV3)*DVIN3-pdv(V2,VIN3,VPREV3,0.0,VTON) 

cf(l+n*0)-+Cgs(VIN1 ,VIN2,V1 )+cbs(V 1 ,0.0)+egd(V2,V1 ~S.0)+cgs(V2, V 
& 1 ,S.0)+Cgb(dum)+cgd(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+egs(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+Cgb(dum) 

cf(1+n*1 )-cgd(V2,V1.S.0)-cgd(V2.V 1.0.0) 
cf(l+n*2)-cgd(V2,V1.S.0)-cgd(V2. V1 ,0.0) 
cf(l+n*3)-+Cgd(V2,V1.S.0)+cbd(S.0,V2)+cgd(V2, V1.0.0)+cbd(V2,0.0) 

&+Cgd(V2,VIN3,VPREV3)+cbd(V2,0.0) . 

1001 continue 
return 

2 k2 - (2*1ss-3)*n 
kS - 2*Iss*n 

DO 1002 i-l, n 
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V1 - v{i + n*O) 
V2 - v(l + n*1) 

VPREV2 - vprev(i + k2) 
OVPREV2 - vdot(i + k2) 
VPREV5 - vprev{i + k5) 
OVPREV5 - vdot(i + k5) 

VIN2 - vlnO + n*1) 
OVIN2 - dvinO + n*1) 
VIN3 - vlnO + n*2) 
OVINa - dvinO + n*2) 

If(jflag.gtO) then 

f(j+nhalf*0)-+cgs(VPREV2,VINa, V 1 )*OVINa+eurrent(VPREV2,VIN3,V 1,0 
&.O,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*1 )-current(V2,V 1,S.O,S.O,VTOP)-current(V2,V 1,0.0,0.0, 
&VTON)+egd(V2,VIN2,VPREV5)*OVIN2-current(V2,VIN2,VPREVS,O.O,VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end If 
Iflag - -iflag 

df{l+n*Ol-+pcgss(VPREV2,Y1N3,V 1 )*DVIN3+psv(VPREV2,VIN3,V 1 ,O.O,VT 
&ON) . 

df(l+n*1 l-pgv(V2,V 1,S.O,S.O,VTOP}-pgv(V2,V 1,O.O,O.O,VTON) 
df(l+n*2)-pdv(V2,V1,5.0,S.O,VTOP)..pdv{V2,V1,O.O,O.O,VTON)+pcgdd 

&(V2,VIN2,VPREVS)*OVIN2-pdv(V2,VIN2,VPREV5,O.O,VTON) 

cf(i+n*0>-+cgs(VPREV2,VINa,V1 )+ebs{V1,O.0l+cgd(V2,V1,S.O)+egs(V2 
&. V1,S.0)+cgb(dum)+egd(V2,V1,O.0)+egs(V2,V 1,O.O)+Cgb(dum) 

cf{i+n*1 l-cgd(V2,V1,S.0)-cgd(V2,V1,O.O) 
cf{i+n*2l-cgd(V2,V1,5.0)-cgd(V2,v1,O.0) 
cf{i+n*3>-+Cgd{V2,V 1,S.0)+ebd(S.O,V2)+cgd(V2,V 1,O.O)+ebd(V2,O.0) 

&+Cgd(V2,VIN2,vPREVS)+ebd(V2,O.0) 

1002 continue 
return 

3 k4 - (2*1ss-3)*" 
k7 - 2*Iss*n 

DO 1003 1-1, n 

V1 - v{1 + n*O) 
V2 - v{1 + n*1) 

VPREV4 - vprev{i + k4) 
OVPREV4 - vdot(1 + k4) 
VPREV7 - vprev{1 + k7) 
OVPREV7 - vdot(i + k7) 

VIN2 - vin(l + n*1) 
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OVIN2 - dvln(i + n·1) 
VIN3 - vln(i + n·2) 
OVIN3 - dvln(i + n·2) 

if(iflag.gtO) then 

fU+nhalf·0)-+e:gs(VPREV4,VIN2,V1 )eOVIN2+eurrent(VPREV4,VIN2,V 1,0 
&.O,VTON) . 

fU+nhalf*1 )-current(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0,VTOP}-current(V2,V1 ,0.0,0.0, 
&.VTON)+egd(V2,v1N3,VPREV7)·OVIN3-current(V2,VIN3,VPREV7,0.0,VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
iflag - -Iflag 

df(i+n*0)-+pcgss(VPREV4,VIN2,V 1 )*OVIN2+psv(VPREV 4,VIN2, V 1 ,O.O,VT 
&'ON) 

df(i+n·1 )-pgv(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0, VTOP)-pgv(V2,V1 ,O.O,O.O,VTON) 
df(i+n·2)-PCIv(V2,V 1 ,5.0,5.0, VTOP)-Pdv(V2,V 1 ,0.0,0.0,VTON)+pcgdd 

&.(V2,v1N3, VPREV7)*OVIN3-pdv(V2,VIN3, VPREV7,0.0,VTON) 

cf(i+n*0).+egs(VPREV4,VIN2,V1)+ebs(V1,0.0)+egd(V2,V1,S.0)+egs(V2 
&. V1 ,S.0)+egb(dum)+egd(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+egs(V2,V1 ,0.0)+egb(dum) 

cf(i+n·1)-cgd(V2,V1,5.0}-cgd(V2,V1,0.0) 
cf(l+n·2)-cgd(V2,V 1 ,5.0}-cgd(V2,V1 ,0.0) 
cf(1+n·3).+egd(V2,V1 ,5.0)+ebd(5.0,V2)+egd(V2,V1 ,0.0)+ebd(V2,O.0) 

&'+egd(V2,VIN3,vPREV7)+ebd(V2,0.0) 

1003 continue 
return 

4 k6 - (2·1ss-3)·n 

00 1004 i-1, n 

V1 - v(j + n*O) 
V2 - v(1 + n*1) 

VPREV6 - vprev(i + k6) 
OVPREV6 - vdot(/ + k6) 

VIN3 - vln(i + n·2) 
OVIN3 - dvin(j + n*2) 

If(lflag.gtO) then 

fU+nhalf*0).+egs(VPREV6,VIN3,V1 )*OVIN3+eurrent(VPREV6,VIN3,V 1,0 
&'O,VTON) 

fU+nhalf·1 )-current(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0,VTOP}-current(V2,V 1 ,0.0,0.0, 
&'VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end If 
Iflag - -Iflag 
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c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

df(j+n*0)-+pcgss(VPREV6,VIN3,V1)*DVIN3+psv(VPREV6,VIN3,V1,0.0,VT 
&ON) 

df(l+n*1)-pgv(V2,V1,S.0,S.0,VTOP}-pgv(V2,V1,0.0,0.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*2)-pdv(V2,V 1 ,S.0,S.0,VTOP}-pdv(V2,V 1 ,O.O,O.O,VTON) 

cf(l+n*0)-+cgs(VPREV6,VIN3,V1)+cbs(V1 ,0.0)+cgd(V2,V1 ,S.0)+cgs(V2 
&, V1 ,S.0)+cgb(dum)+cgd(V2,V1 ,0.0)+cgs(V2,V1 ,0.0)+Cgb(dum) 

cf(l+n*1 )-cgd(V2,V1 ,S.0}-cgd(V2,V 1 ,0.0) 
cf(l+n*2)--cgd(V2,V1 ,S.0}-cgd(V2,V 1 ,0.0) 
cfCi+n*3)-+cgd(V2,V1 ,S.0)+cbd(S.0,V2)+Cgd(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+cbd(V2,0.0) 

1004 continue 
return 

end 

subroutine parameters(ns,mtotal) 

integer ns, mtotal 

write(6,1000) 
read(S,·) ns 
mtotal - 2*ns 

1000 formatCr enter number of bits') 
return 
end 

subroutine icguess(xO) 

real xO(1) 

do 10 i-1, 128, 2 
xO(j) - 0.0 
xOCi+ 1) • 5.0 

10 continue 
c 

return 
end 

c 
c 
c 

subroutine inputs{n, t, vin, dvin) 
c 

real t(1), vin(1), dvin(1), aux, tmw, rem 
integer n 

c 
n02 - n/2 + 1 
tcenter - t(n02) 
If(tcenter.gt.O.O.and tcenter.it.0.3) then 

do 10 1.1, n 
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vin(j) - 0.0 
dvln(j) - 0.0 

10 continue 
go to eo 

end If 
if(tcenter.gtO.3.and.tcenter.llO.3S) then 

do 20 1-1. n 
vin(i) - 100.0*(t(l)-0.3) 
dvin(j) - 100.0 

20 continue 
go to eo 

end if 
if(tcenter.gtO.3S.and.tcenter.ll1.S) then 

do 30 i-1. n • 
vin(i) - S.O 
dvin(i) - 0.0 

30 continue 
go to eo 

end If 
If(tcenter.gt 1.S.and.tcenter.lt 1.5S) then 

do 40 1-1. n 
vinCi) - 1 OO.O*{ 1.SS-t(1)) 
dvln(j) - -100.0 

40 continue . 
go to 80 

end if 
if(tcenter.gt. 1.SS.and.tcenter.ll3.1) then 

do SO 1-1. n 
vinCi) - 0.0 
dvln(i) - 0.0 

SO continue 

c 

go to 80 
end if 

80 shift - (jnt(t(n)/1.2»*1.2 
tcenter - mod(tcenter.1.2) 
if(tcenter.gtO.0.and.tcenter.ltO.7) then 

do 110 1-1. n 
vln(i+n) - 0.0 
dvin(l+n) - 0.0 

110 continue 
go to 200 

end If 
If(tcenter.gt.0.7.and.tcenter.llO.7S) then 

do 120 1-1. n 
vln(j+n) - 100.0*{t(i}-shift-0.7) 
dvln(j+n) - 100.0 

120 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
If(tcenter.gt.0.7S.and.tcenter.ll1.1S) then 

do 130 1-1. n 
vin(i+n) - S.O 
dvln(i+n) - 0.0 
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110 

130 continue 
go to 200 

end If 
If(teenter.gt 1. 1 S.ancitcenter.lt 1.2) then 

do 140 1-1, n 
vin(i+n) - 100.0*( 1.2 - (t(i}-shift» 
dvln{i+n) - -100.0 

140 continue 
end if 

c 
200 If(teenter.gtO.0.ancitcenter.llO.1) then 

do 210 i-1, n 
vln(i+2*n) - 0.0 
dvln{i+2*n) - 0.0 

210 continue 
go to 300 

end if 
if(tcenter.gtO.1.and.tcenter.ltO.1S) then 

do 220 1-1, n 
vln(i+2*n) - 1 OO.O*{t(i}-shift-O. 1) 
dvln(l+2*n) - 100.0 

220 continue 
go to 300 

end If 
If(teenter.gtO. 1 S.anci tcenter.llO.sS) then 

do 230 i-1, n 
vln(i+2*n) - 5.0 
dvin(i+2*n) - 0.0 

230 continue 
go to 300 

end if 
if(teenter.gtO.sS.anci tcenter.llO.S) then 

do 240 i-1, n 
vln(i+2*n) - 100.0*{0.6 - (t(i}-shift» 
dvln(l+2*n) - -100.0 

240 continue 
go to 300 

end If 
if(tcenter.gtO.6.ancitcenter.lt 1.2) then 

do 2S0 i-1, n 
vin(l+2*n) - 0.0 
dyin(i+2*n) - 0.0 

250 continue 
end If 

c 
300 return 

end 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine wlndows(nwnwlnd,nexp,endtime) 
c 

real endtlme( 1) 
integer nwnwind, nexp( 1) 



c 

c 

c 

real en(25) 
integer nu, ne(25) 

data nuJ251 
data {ne{IU·1,25)/2,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8,4,8, 

& 4,8,4,8,4,8/ 
data (en{i),I-1.25)/0. 1,0. 15,0.3,0.35,0.55,0.6,0.7,0.75, 1.15, 

& 1.2,1.3,1.35,1.5,1.55,1.75,1.8,1.9,1.95, 
& 2.35,2.4,2.5,2.55,2.95,3.0,3.11 

numwlnd - nu 
do 10 1-1, numwind 

nexp(j) - ne(i) 
endtime(1) - en{i) 

10 continue 
c 

return 
end 
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subroutine submodeldata(lss,ns,m,me,mg,ia,ja,ka) 

Integer Iss,ns,m,me,mg,ia( 1 ),ja( 1 ),ka( 1) 

jump - 2 
If(lss.eq. 1) jump - 1 
if(lss.eq.ns)jump - 3 

GO TOC 1,2,3),jump 

1 m - 2 
me - 4 
mg.3 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
ia(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

2 m - 2 
me - 4 
mg - 3 

ia(1) - 1 
jaW - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
ia(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
ia(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
ia(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

3 m - 2 
me - 4 
mg - 3 
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c 
c 
c 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
ia(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
la(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 2 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) • 2 
ka(4) - 2 

return 

end 

subroutine model(jss.n.ns,f.df,cf,v,vprev,vdot.t.vin.dvin) . 

real f(1 ),df(1 ),cf(1),v(1 ),vprev(1).vdot(1 ),t(1),vin(1 ).dvin(1) 
integer iss, n. ns 

VTON - 0.5 
VTOP - -0.5 
nhalf - (n+ 1 )/2 
iflag - 1 
j - 1 
cgb - 0.002 
jump - 2 
if(jss.eq. 1) jump - 1 
if(iss.eq.ns)jump - 3 

GO TO(1.2.3).jump 

1 00 1001 i-1. n 

V1 - v(i + n*O) 
V2 - vO + n*1) 

VPREV3 - vprev(l + n*2) 
DVPREV3 - vdot(i + n*2) 

VIN1 - vin(j + n*O) 
DVIN1 - dvin(i + n*O) 

if(iflag.gt.O) then 

fO+nhalf*O>-+Cgd(V1.VIN1.5.0)*DVIN1-current(V1.VIN1.5.0.5.0.VTO 
1P>+Cgd(V1,VIN1.0.0)*DVIN1-current(V1.VIN1,0.O.0.O.VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*1 >--Current(V2.V 1.5.0.5.0,VTOPkurrent(V2,V1.0.0.0.0, 
1VTON>+Cgd(VPREV3,V2,5.0)*DVPREV3+cgd(VPREV3.V2.0.0)*DVPREV3 
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j - j + 1 
end If 
iflag - -Iflag 

df(l+n*0)-+pcgdd(V1,VIN1,S.0)*DVIN1-pdv(V1,VIN1,S.0,S.0,VTOP)+pe 
&gdd(V1,VIN1,0.0)*OVIN1-pdv(V1,VIN1,0.0,0.0,VTON) 

df(l+n*1)-pgv(V2,V1,S.0,S.0,VTOP)..pgv(V2,V1,0.0,0.0,VTON) 
df(i+n*2)-pdv(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0, VTOP)..pdv(V2,V1 ,0.0,0.0,VTON)+pcgdg 

&(VPREV3,Y2,S.0)*OVPREV3+pegdg(VPREV3,V2,0.0)*DVPREV3 

ef(l+n*0)-t.egd(V1 ,VIN1 ,S.O)+ebd(S.O,V 1 )+egd(V 1 ,VIN1 ,0.0)+ebd(V 1, 
&0.0)+egd(V2,V 1 ,S.0)+egs(V2,V1 ,S.0)+egb+egd(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+egs(V2, V 1,0. 
&O)+egb 

ef(j+n*1)-egd(V2,V1,S.0)-egd(V2,V1,0.0) 
ef(l+n*2)--egd(V2,V1,S.0)-egd(V2, V 1 ,0.0) 
ef(i+n*3!=+cgd(V2,V 1,S.0)+ebd(S.0,V2)+egd(V2,V 1 ,0.0)+cbd(V2,0.0) 

&+Cgd(VPREV3,V2,S.0)+egs(VPREV3,V2,5.0)+Cgb+egd(VPREV3,V2,O.0)+egs( 
&VPREV3,V2,0.0)+egb 

1001 continue 
return 

2 k2 .. (2*1ss-3)*n 
k5 - (2*lss)*n 

DO 1002 1-1, n 

V1 - v(1 + n*O) 
V2 - v(i + n*1) 

VPREV2 - vprev(i + k2) 
OVPREV2 - vdot(i + k2) 
VPREVS - vprev(1 + kS) 
OVPREVS - vdot{i + kS) 

If(lflag.gtO) then 

fO+nhalf*0)-+egd(V1,VPREV2,S.0)*OVPREV2-eurrent(V1,VPREV2,S.0,5 
1.0,VTOP)+egd(V1, VPREV2,0.0)*DVPREV2-eurrent(V 1,VPREV2.0.0,0.0, VTON 
1) 

fO+nhalf*1 )--eurrent(V2,Y1,5.0.5.0,VTOP)-eurrent(V2.V1 ,0.0,0.0, 
1VTON)+egd(VPREVS,V2,S.0)*DVPREV5+Cgd(VPREVS,V2,0.0)*OVPREVS 

j - j + 1 
end If 
Iflag - -Iflag 

df(l+n*0).+pegdd(V1,VPREV2,5.0)*DVPREV2-pdv(V1,VPREV2,S.0,S.0,VT 
&OP)+pcgdd(V1,VPREV2,0.0)*DVPREV2-pdv(V1,VPREV2,0.0,0.0.VTON) 

df(l+n*1 )--pgv(V2,V 1 ,S.0,S.0,VTOP)..pgv(V2,V 1 ,O.O,O.O,VTON) 
df(l+n*2)-pdV(V2,V 1 ,5.0,5.0,VTOP)..pdv(V2,V 1,O.0,0.0,VTON)+pegdg 

&(VPREVS,V2,S.0)*DVPREVS+pegdg(VPREV5,V2,0.0)*DVPREVS 

ef(l+n*0)-+egd(V1 ,VPREV2,S.0)+ebd(S.0,V 1)+Cgd(V 1 ,VPREV2.0.0)+ebd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 

&(V 1 ,0.0)+egd(V2,V1 ,5.0)+egs(V2,V 1.5.0)+c9b+cgd(V2.V 1.0.0)+cgs(V2.V 
&1,0.0)+Cgb 

cf(l+".1 )-cgd(V2,V1.5.0)-cgd(V2,V1.0.0) 
cf(l+n-2)-cgd(V2,V1 ,5.0)-cgd(V2, V1.0.0) 
cf(l+n-3).+Cgd(V2,V1 ,5.0)+cbd(5.0, V2)+egd(V2,V1 ,0.0)+cbd(V2.0.0) 

&+Cgd(VPREV5,V2,5.0)+egs(VPREV5,V2,5.0)+egb+Cgd(VPREV5.V2.0.0)+Cgs( 
&'VPREV5.V2,0.0)+egb 

1002 continue 
return 

3 k4 - (2-Iss-S}-n 

DO 1003 1-1, n 

V1 - vO + n-O) 
V2 - vO + n-1) 

VPREV4 - vprev(l + k4) 
DVPREV4 - vdot(i + k4) 

1f(lflag.gtO} then 

f{j+nhalPOl-+Cgd(V1.VPREV4.5.0)*DVPREV4-current(V1,VPREV4.5.0.5 
1.0,VTOP)+Cgd(V1,VPREV4.0.0)*DVPREV 4-current(V1 ,VPREV 4.0.0,O.O,VTON 
1) 

fUf.nhalf*1)....current(V2,v 1,5.0.5.0,VTOP}-current(V2,V1,O.0.0.0, 
1VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
Iflag - -iflag 

df(l+n-0).+pcgdd(V1,VPREV4.5.0)*DVPREV4-pdv(V1,YPREV 4.5.0,5.0, VT 
&OP)+pcgdd(V1 ,VPREV4,O.0)-DVPREV4-pdv(V 1 ,VPREV4,O.O,O.0, VTON) 

df(l+n-1 )-pgv(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0, VTOP}-pgv(V2,V1,O.O,O.O,VTON) 
df(l+n-2l-pdv(V2,V 1,5.0,5.0,VTOP)-pdv(V2,v1,O.O,O.0,VTON) 

cf(1+n-0).+egd(V1,VPREV4,5.0)+cbd(5.0,V1)+egd(V1,VPREV4,O.0)+cbd 
&(V1,O.O}+egd(V2,V1 ,5.0)+egs(V2,V1,5.0)+Cgb+Cgd(V2,V1,O.0)+egs(V2.V 
& 1,O.O)+Cgb 

cf(1+n-1)....cgd(V2,V1,5.0)-cgd(V2.V1,O.0) 
cf(1+n-2)-cgd(V2,V1,5.0)-cgd(V2,V1,O.O) 
cf(1+n-S).+egd(V2.V1,5.0)+Cbd{5.0,V2)+egd(V2, V1,O.0)+cbd(V2,O.0) 

1003 continue 
return 

end 

subroutine parameters(ns,mtotal} 
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c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

integer ns 

write{6, 1 000) 
read(S,*) ns 
mtotal - 2*ns 

1000 format(! enter number of subsystems') 
return 
end 

subroutine icguess(xO) 

real xO(l) 

do 10 i-l, 32, 2 
xO(/) - 0.0 
xO(J+ 1) - 5.0 

10 continue 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

return 
end 

subroutine inputs(n, t, vin, dvin) 

real t(1), vln(1), dvin(1), aux, tmw, rem 
Integer n 

if(t( 1 ).llO.06) then 
do 10 1-1, n 

vin(/) - -100.*t{j) + 5.0 
dvin(i) - -100. 

10 continue 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

else 
do 11 i-l,n 

vin(/) • 0.0 
dvin(j) - 0.0 

11 continue 
end If 
return 
end 

subroutine windows(numwind.nexp.endtime) 

real endtime{ 1) 
integer numwind; nexp(1) 

real en(S) 
integer nu, nelS) 
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c 

c 

data nu/SI 
data (ne(lU·1.S)lS.S.S.S.S.S.S.161 
data (enCi).1-1.S)l0.05.0.15.0.25.0.35.0.45.0.55.0.75.2.01 

numwind - nu 
do 10 1-1. numwind 

nexp{/) - ne(l) 
endtlme(1) - en(/) 

10 continue 

return 
end 
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subroutine submodeldataCiss,ns,m,me,mg,ia.ja.ka) 

Integer iss,ns,m,me,mg,ia( 1 ),ja( 1 ),ka( 1) 

jump - Iss 

GO TO( 1,2),jump 

1 m - 4 
me - S 
mg - 10 

laO) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 1 
ia(3) - 1 
ja(3) - 4 
ka(3) - 1 
fa(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 1 
ka(4) - 2 
la(S) - 2 
ja(S) - 2 
ka(S) - 2 
la(S) - 2 
ja(S) - 3 
ka(S) - 3 
la(1) - 3 
Ja(1) - 2 
ka(1) - 3 
fa(S) - 3 
ja(S) - 3 
ka(S) - 2 
fa(9) - 3 
ja(9) - 4 
ka(9) - 3 
la(10) - 4 
ja(10) - 1 
ka(10) - 2 
fa(11) - 4 
ja(11) - 3 
ka(11) - 3 
fa(12) - 4 
Ja(12) - 4 
ka(12) - 2 

return 
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2 m-3 
me - 3 
mg - 7 

la(1) - 1 
ja(1) - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 3 
la(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 1 
ka(3) - 3 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 2 
ka(4) - 2 
ia(S) - 2 
ja(S) - 3 
ka(S) - 3 
ia(S) - a 
ja(S) - 2 
ka(S) - 3 
la(7) - a 
ja(7) - a 
ka(7) - 2 

retum 

end 
c 
c 
c 

subroutine model(lss,n,ns,f,df,cf,v,vprev,vdot,t.vin,dvin) 

real f(1 ),df(1).cf(1 ),V( 1),vprev(1 ),vdot( 1).t( 1 ),vin(1 ).dvin(1) 
Integer Iss, n, ns 

VTON - 0.5 
VTOP - -0.5 
nhalf - (n+ 1 )/2 
iflag - 1 
j - 1 
jump - iss 

GO TO( 1 ,2),jump 

1 DO 1001 1-1, n 

V1 - v(1 + n*O) 
V2 - v(1 + n*1) 
va - v(1 + n*2) 
V4 - v(i + n*3) 

VPREV5 - vprev(j + n*4) 
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DVPREVS - vdot{i + n*4) 
VPREVS • vprev{i + n*S) 
DVPREVS - vdot{i + n*S) 

VIN1 - vln{i + n*O) 
DVIN1 - dvin(i + n*O) 
VIN2 • vln(i + n*1) 
DVIN2 - dvln(i + n*1) 

If(iflag.gtO) then 

f(j+nhalf*0)-+cgd(V1,VIN1,S.0)*DVIN1-current{V1,VIN1,5.0,S.0,VTO 
&P)+cgd(V1 ,VIN1 ,0.0)*DVIN1-current{V1.VIN1 ,O.O.O.O,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*1 )--current{V2,V1.S.0.S.0,VTOP)+cgd(V2.VIN2.S.0)*DVIN2 
&-current{V2.VIN2,S.0.S.0,VTOP)+Cgs{V3,VPREVS,V2)*DVPREVS+Current{V 
&3,VPREVS,V2,S.0.VTOP) 

f(j+nhalf*2)-+cgd(V3.VPREVS,V2)*DVPREVS-current{V3,VPREVS,V2.S.0 
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&. VTOP)+cgd(V3,VIN2. V4)*OVIN2-current{V3.VIN2.V4.0.0,VTON)+cgd(V3, V 
&PREVS,0.0)*DVPREVS-current{V3,VPREVS.0.0.0.0.VTON)+cgd(VPREVS,V3.V 
&PREVS)*OVPREVS+Cgs(VPREVS,V3.VPREV5)*DVPREV5+Cgd(VPm:YS.V3,0.0)*DV 
&PREYS 

f(j+nhalf*3)-+cgs(V3,vlN2,V4)*OVIN2+Current{V3,VIN2,V4.0.0.VTON) 
&-current{V4,V1.0.0,0.0,VTON) 

j • j + 1 
end jf 
If/ag • -if/ag 

df(i+n*O).+pcgdd(V 1 ,VIN1 ,S.0)*DVIN1-pdv(V 1 ,VIN1 ,5.0,5.0. VTOP)+pc 
&gdd(V1 ,VIN1 ,0.0)*DVIN1-pdv(V1 ,VIN1 ,O.O,O.O,VTON) 

df(l+n*1 )-pgv(V2.V 1.S.0,S.0,VTOFi 
df(l+n*2)-pdv(V2,V1 ,5.0,5.0,VTOP)+PCSdd(V2.VIN2.S.0)*DVIN2-pdv( 

&V2,VIN2.S.0,S.0,VTOP)+pcgss(V3,VPREVS,V2)*DVPREVS+Psv(V3,VPREVS.V2 
&.S.O,VTOP) 

df(l+n*3).+pcgsd(V3,VPREVS,V2)*DVPREVS+pdv(V3,VPREVS,V2,S.0,VTOP 
&) 

df(l+n*4)-+pCgds(V3,VPREVS,V2)*DVPREV6-psv(V3,VPREV6.V2.5.0.VTOP 
&) 

df(l+n*S)-+pegdd(V3,VPREVS,V2)*DVPREVS-pdv(V3,VPREV6,V2,S.0,VTOP 
&)+pcgdd(V3,VIN2,V4)*DVIN2-pdv(V3,VIN2.V4,0.0.VTON)+Pcgdd(V3,VPREVS 
&'0.0)*DVPREVS-pdv{V3.VPREV6,0.0,0.0,VTON)+pcgdg(VPREV6,V3.VPREV5)* 
&DVPREV8+pcgsg(VPREVS.V3,VPREV5)*DVPREVS+pcgdg(VPREV6.V3.0.0)*DVPRE 
&VS 

df(l+n*6)-+pegds(V3,VIN2,V4)*OVIN2-psv(V3,VIN2,V4,0.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*7)-pgv(V4,V1,0.0,0.0,VTON) 
df(I+n*S)-+pegsd(V3,VIN2,V4)*DVIN2+pdv(V3,ViN2,V4.0.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*9)-+pegss(V3,VIN2,V4)*DVIN2+Psv(V3,VIN2,V4,0.0,VTONl-pdv( 

&V4,V1,0.0,0.0,VTON) 

cf(l+n*O)-+cgd(V1,VIN1.S.0)+cbd(5.0,V1)+Cgd(V1,VIN1,0.0)+cbd(V1, 
&0.0)+Cgd(V2,v1 ,S.0)+Cgs(V2,V 1.5.0)+cgb(dum)+cgd(V4.V 1.0.0)+cgs(V4, 
&V1,0.0)+cgb(dum) 

cf(l+n*1 )--cgd(V2, V 1 ,5.0) 
cf(l+n*2)--cgd(V4, V1.0.0) 



cf{i+n-3)-cgd(V2,V1,S.0) 
cf(1+n-4>-+cgd(V2,V1 ,S.0)+cbd(S.0,V2)+cgd(V2, VIN2,S.0)+cbd(S.0, V 

&2)+cgs(V3, VPREVS, V2)+cbs(S.O, V2) 
cf(l+n-S>-+cgd(V3,VPREVS,V2)+cbd(S.0,V3)+cgd(V3,VIN2,V4)+cbd(V3, 

&O,O)+cgd(V3,VPREVS,O,O)+cbd(V3,O.0)+cgd(VPREV6,V3,VPREVS)+Cgs(VPRE 
&V6, V3,VPREVS)+cgb(dum)+cgd(VPREV6,V3,0.0)+cgs(VPREV6,V3,0.0)+cgb(d 
&um) 

cf(l+n-S)-cgd(V4,v1,0.0) 
cf(l+n-7)-+Cgs{V3,VIN2,V4)+cbs(V 4,0.0)+cgd(V4,V 1 ,0.0)+cbd(V 4,0.0 

&) 

1001 continue 
return 

2 00 1002 1-1, n 

V1 - v(i + n-O) 
V2 - v(1 + n-" 
V3 - v(1 + n-2) 

VPREV2 - vprev(j + n-1) 
OVPREV2 - vdot(1 + n-1) 
VPREV3 - vprev(l + n-2) 
OVPREV3 - vdot(1 + n-2) 

VIN1 - vinCi + n*O) 
OVIN1 - dvin(l. + n-O) 
VIN2 - vinCi + n*1) 
OVIN2 - dvin(i + n-1) 

If(lflag.gt.O) then 

fO+nhalf-o)-+egd(V 1 ,VIN2,S.O)-OVIN2-current(V 1 ,VIN2,S.O,S.O,VTO 
&P>+cgd(V1, VIN1,S.0)*OVIN1:-eurrent(V1 ,VIN1 ,S.O,S.0,VTOP)+cgs{V2,VPR 
&EV3,V1,.OVPREV3+Current(V2,VPR1::V3,V1,5.0,VTOP) 
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fO+nhalf*1 )-+egd(VPREV3,V2,VPREV2)*OVPREV3+Cgs(VPREV3,V2,VPREV2 
&)-OVPREV2+Cgd(VPREV3, V2,O.O)-DVPREV3+Cgd(V2,VPREV3,V1 )-OVPREV3-cur 
&rent(V2, VPREV3,V 1,S.0,VTOP)+egd(V2,VIN2,V3)-OVIN2-current(V2,VIN2, 
&V3,0.0,VTONl+cgd(V2,VPREV3,O.0)*OVPREV3-current(V2,VPREV3,0.0,O.O, 
&VTON) 

f{j+nhalf*2)-+egs(V2.VIN2,V3)*OVIN2+Current(V2,VIN2,V3,0.O,VTON) 
&+cgd(V3,VIN1,0.O)-OVIN1-current(V3,VIN1.0.0.0.0.VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
Iflag - -iflag 

df(l+n-0l-+pcgdd(V1.VIN2,S.0)*OVIN2-pdv(V 1.VIN2,S.O,S.O,VTOP)+pc 
&gdd(V1.VIN1,S.O)*OVIN1-pdv(V1,VIN1 ,S.O,S.O,VTOP)+pcgss(V2,VPREV3,V 
& 1 )*OVPREV3+psv(V2,VPREV3,V1.S.0,VTOP) 

"df(l+n-1l-+pcgsd(V2,VPREV3,V 1 )*OVPREV3+pdv(V2,VPREV3,V 1,S.0, VTOP 
&) 

df(l+n-2)-+pcgds(V2,VPREV3,V 1 ,.OVPREV3-psv(V2,VPREV3,V 1,S.O,VTOP 
&) 



c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
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dfCi+n*3)-+pcgdg(VPREV3, V2, VPREV2)*DVPREV3+l:lcgsg(VPREV3,V2,VPREV 
&2)*OVPREV2+pcgdg(VPREV3, V2,O.0)·OVPREV3+l:lcgdd(V2, VPREV3,V 1 )*OVPREV 
&3;x1v(V2,VPREV3,V 1,S.O,VTOP)+l:lcgdd(V2,VIN2, VSj::OVIN2-l:ldv(V2,VIN2,V 
'&3,O.O,VTON)+pcgdd(V2,VPREV3,O.0"OVPREV3-J)dv(V~,VPREV3,O.O,O.O,VT0 
&N) 

df(l+n'4)-+pcgds(V2,YIN2,V3)'OVIN2-1:lsv(V2,VIN2,V3,O.O,VTON) 
df{l+n*S)-+pcgsd(V2,VIN2,Y3)'OVIN2+l:ldv(V2,VIN2,V3,O.O,VTON) 
df(i+n*6)-+l:lcgss(V2,VIN2,V3)'OVIN2+l:lsv(V2,VIN2,V3,O.O,VTON)+pcgd 

&d(V3,vIN1,O.0)'OVIN1-pdv(V3,VIN1,O.O,O.O, VTON) 

cf(i+n'O).+cgd(V1,VIN2,S.0)+cbd(S.O,V1 )+cgd(V 1, VIN1,S.0)+cbd(S.0 
&,V1)+cgs(V2,VPREV3,V1)+cbs(S.O,V1) 

cf(i+n'1 ).+cgd(VPREV3, V2,VPREV2)+Cgs(VPREV3,V2,VPREV2)+cgb(dum)+ 
&cgd(VPREV3,V2,O.0)+cgs(VPREV3,V2,O.0)+Cgb(dum)+cgd(V2, VPREV3,V1)+O 
&bd(S.O,V2)+cgd(V2,VIN2,V3)+Cbd(V2,O.0)+Cgd(V2,VPREV3,O.0)+cbd(V2,0 
&'0) 

cf(i+n*2).+cgs(V2,VIN2,V3)+Cbs(V3,O.0)+cgd(V3,VIN1,O.0)+Cbd(V3,O 
&'0) 

1002 continue 
return 

end 

subroutine l:larameters(ns,mtotaJ) 

integer ns 

write(6,1000) 
read(S,') ns 
mtotaJ • 7 

1000 format(/' enter number of subsystems') 
return 
end 

subroutine Icguess(xO) 

real xO(1) 

xO(1) • 5.0 
xO(2) • 5.0 
xO(3) - 0.0 
xO(4) • 0.0 
xO(S) • S.O 
xO(S) - 5.0 
xO(7) • 1.51014 

return 
end 
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c 
subroutine Inputs(n, t, vin, dvin) 

c 
real t(1), vin(1), dvin(1), aux, tmw, rem 
Integer n 

c 
n02 - n/2 + 1 
tcenter - t(n02) 
if(tcenter.gtO.0.and.tcenter.JtO.3) then 

do 10 1-1, n 
vln(i) - 0.0 
dvin{i) - 0.0 

10 continue 
go to eo 

end If 
If(tcenter.gtO.3.and.tcenter.JtO.3S) then 

do 20 1-1, n 
vin(i) - 100.0-(t(i)-O.3) 
dvin(i) - 100.0 

20 continue 
go to eo 

end if 
if(tcenter.gtO.3S.and.tcenter.lt 1.5) then 

do 30 i-1, n 
vln(i) - 5.0 
dvln(i) - 0.0 

30 continue 
go to eo 

end if 
If(tcenter.gt.1.5.and.tcenter.lt 1.55) then 

do 40 1-1, n 
vin(i) - 100.0-(1.55-t(i)) 
dvin(i) - -100.0 

40 continue 
go to 80 

end If 
If(tcenter.gt. 1.5S.and.tcenter.lt3.1) then 

do SO 1-1, n 
vln{i) - 0.0 
dvin(i) - 0.0 

50 continue 
go to 80 

end if 
c 

SO shift ... (lnt(t(n)/1.2))*1.2 
tcenter - mod(tcenter,1.2) 
If(tcenter.gtO.O.and. tcenter.ltO.7) then 

do 110 1-1, n 
vin{/+n) "" 0.0 
dvin(j+n) - 0.0 

110 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
if(tcenter.gtO.7.and. tcenter.JtO.75) then 



c 

do 120 1.1, n 
vinCi+n) • 100.0*Ct(I)-shift-0.7) 
dvin(i+n) • 100.0 

120 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
if(tcenter.gtO.75.anc:l.tcenter.lt 1.15) then 

do 130 i.1, n 
vinCi+n) • 5.0 
dvin(i+n) • 0.0 

130 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
If(tcenter.gt 1. 15.anc:l.tcenter.lt 1.2) then 

do 140 1.1, n 
vin(i+n) • 1 OO.O*{ 1.2 - (t(I)-shlft)) 
dvin(i+n) • -100.0 

140 continue 
end If 

200 return 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

end 

subrou.tine windows(numwind,nexp,endtime) 

real endtime(1) 
integer numwind, nexp( 1) 

reaJ en(14) 
Integer nu, nee 14) 

data nU/14/ 
data (ne(j),i.1, 14)/2,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8/ 
data (en(l),i.1, 14)10.3,0.35,0.7,0.75,1.15,1.2,1.35,1.5, 

& 1.55,1.9,1.95,2.35,2.4,3.1/. 

numwind - nu 
do 10 1.1, numwind 

nexp(1) • ne(l) 
endtime(j) • en(j) 

10 continue 

return 
end 
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subroutine submodeldata(iss,ns,m,mc,mg,ia,ja,ka) 

Integer Iss,ns,m,mc,mg,la( 1 ),ja( 1 ),ka( 1) 

jump - Iss 

GO TO(1,2),jump 

1 m - 5 
me - 5 
mg - 15 

la(1) - 1 
jaW - 1 
ka(1) - 2 
la(2) - 1 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 3 
la(S) - 1 
ja(3) - 3 
ka(3) - 3 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) - 1 
ka(4) - 3 
la(S) - 2 
ja(S) - 2 
ka{S) - 2 
la(6) - 2 
ja(6) - 3 
ka(6) - 3 
la(7) - 3 
ja(7) - 1 
ka(7) - 3 
ia(S) - 3 
ja(S) - 2 
ka(S) - 3 
ia(S) - 3 
ja(S) - 3 
ka(S) - 2 
la(10) - 3 
ja(10) - 4 
ka(10) - 3 
la(11) - 3 
ja(11) - 5 
ka(11) - 3 
la(12) - 4 
ja(12) - 3 
ka(12) - 3 
la(13) - 4 
ja(13) - 4 
ka(13) - 2 
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la(14) - 5 
ja(14) - 3 
ka(14) - 3 
la(1S) - S 
ja(1S) - 5 
ka(1S) - 2 

return 

2 m-S 
me - 11 
mg - 24 

laW - 1 
jaW - 1 
kaW - 2 
la(2) - 2 
ja(2) - 2 
ka(2) - 2 
la(3) - 2 
ja(3) - 3 
ka(3) - 3 
la(4) - 2 
ja(4) - S 
ka(4) - 3 
la(S) - 3 
ja(S) - 2 
ka(5) - 3 
la(6) - 3 
ja(6) - 3 
ka(6) - 2 
ia(7) - 3 
ja(7) - 4 
ka(7) - 3 
ia(S) - 4 
ja(S) - 3 
ka(S) - 3 
la(S) - 4 
ja(S) - 4 
ka(S) - 2 
la(10) - 4 
ja(10) - 5 
ka(10) - 3 
ia(11) - 5 
ja(11) - 2 
ka(11)-3 
ia(12) - 5 
ja(12) - 4 
ka(12) - 3 
ia(13) - 5 
ja(13) - 5 
ka(13) - 2 
ia(14) - 5 
ja(14) - 6 



c 
c 
c 

ka(14) - 3 
la(HS) - 5 
ja(15) - 7 
ka(15) - 3 
ia(16) - 5 
ja(16) - 9 
ka(16) - 1 
la(17) - 6 
ja(17) - 5 
ka(17) - 3 
ia(18) - 6 
ja(18) - 6 
ka(18) - 2 
ia(19) - 7 
ja(19) - 5 
ka(19) - 3 
la(20) - 7 
ja(20) - 7 
ka(20) - 2 
ia(21) - 7 
ja(21) - 8 
ka(21) - 3 
la(22) - 8 
ja(22) - 7 
ka(22) - 3 
ia(23) - 8 
ja(23) - 8 
ka(23) - 2 
la(24) - 9 
ja(24) - 5 
ka(24) - 2 
la(25) - 9 
ja(25) - 9 
ka(25) - 2 

return 

end 

subroutine model(iss.n.ns.f.df.cf.v.vprev.vdot.t.vin.dvin) 

real f(1 ).df(1 ).cf(1 ),v(1 ),vprev( 1 ),vdot(1),t(1 ),vln(1 ).dvin( 1) 
integel' Iss, n, ns 

VTON- - 0.5 
VTOP - -0.5 
nhalf - (n+ 1 )/2 
iflag - 1 
j - 1 
jump - iss 

GO TO( 1 ,2),jump 
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1 00 1001 i-1, n 

V1 - v(l + n*O) 
V2 eo v(l + n*1) 
V3 - v(l + n*2) 
V4 - v(i + n*3) 
V5 - v(l + n*4) 

VPREVS - vprev(j + n*S) 
DVPREV6 - vdot(i + n*S) 
VPREV7 - vprev(i + n*S) 
DVPREV7 - vdot(i + n*S) 
VPREV10 - vprev(i + n*9) 
DVPREV10 - vdot(i + n*9) 
VPREV11 - vprev(i + n*10) 
DVPREV11 - vdot(1 + n*10) 

VIN1 - vin(j + n*O) 
DVIN1 - dvin(j + n*O) 
VIN2 - vinCi + n*1) 
DVIN2 - dvin(j + n*1) 
VIN3 - vin(i + n*2) 
DVIN3 - dvin(j + n*2) 

if(jflag.gtO) then 

f(j+nhalf*O)-+cgd(V 1 ,VIN1,S.0)*DVIN1-current(V1, VIN1,S.O,S.O,VTO 
&P)+cgd(V 1, VIN2,S.0)*DVIN2-current(V1,VIN2,S.O,S.O,VTOP)+cgs(V2, VIN 
&2,V1 )*DVIN2+Current(V2,vIN2,V1 ,S.O, VTOP)+cgs(V3,VIN3, V 1 )*DVIN3+cur 
&rent(V3,VIN3, V1 ,S.O,VTOP) 

f{j+nhalf*1 )-+egd(V2,VIN2,V 1 )*DVIN2-current(V2,VIN2,V1 ,5.0, VTOP) 
&+Cgs(V3,VIN1,V2)*DVIN1 +Current(V3,VIN1 ,V2,S.O,VTOP) 
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f(j+nhalf*2)-+egd(V3,VIN3,V1 )*DVIN3-current(V3,VIN3,V1 ,S.O,VTOP) 
&+Cgd(V3,VIN1,V2)*DVIN1-current(V3,VIN1 ,V2,S.O,VTOP)+cgd(V3,VIN3,V 4 
&)*DVIN3-current(V3,VIN3,V4,O.0,VTON)+cgd(V3,VIN1,VS)*OVIN1-current 
&(V3,VIN1,VS,0.0,VTON)+cgd(VPREVS,V3,S.0)*DVPREV6+Cgd(VPREVS,V3,0.0 
&)*DVPREVS+Cgd(VPREV 1 O,V3,vPREV7)*OVPREV 1 O+Cgs(VPREV 1 0,V3, VPREV7)*O 
&VPREV7+Cgd(VPREV10,V3,VPREV11)*DVPREV10+Cgs(VPREV10,V3,VPREV11)*OV 
&PREV11 

f{j+nhalf*3)-+Cgs(V3,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3+Current(V3,VIN3,V4,O.0, VTON) 
&+Cgd(V4,VIN1 ,0.0)*OVIN1-current(V4, VIN1 ,0.0,0.0,VTON)+cgd(V 4,VIN2, 
&0.0)*DVIN2-current(V4,VIN2,0.O,0.0,VTON) 

f{j+nhalf*4)-+egs(V3,VIN1,V5)*OVIN1 +Current(V3,VIN1 ,VS,O.O, VTON) 
&+Cgd(VS,VIN2,0.0)*OVIN2-current(VS,VIN2,0.O,O.O,VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
Iflag - -iflag 

df(I+n*0)-+pcgdd(V1 ,VIN1 ,5.0)*OVIN1-pdv(V 1,VIN1 ,S.O,S.O,VTOP)+pc 
&gdd(V1 ,VIN2,S.O)*OVIN2-pdv(V1 ,vIN2,S.0,S.O,VTOP)+pcgss(V2,VIN2,V 1) 
&*OVIN2+psv(V2, VIN2,V 1 ,S.O,VTOP)+Pcgss(V3,VIN3,V 1 )*OVIN3+psv(V3,VIN 
&3,V1,S.O,VTOP) 

df(l+n*1 )-+pcgsd(V2,VIN2,V 1'>*OVIN2+pdv(V2,VIN2,V 1 ,S.O, VTOP) 



df(l+n*2l-+pcgsd(V3,VIN3,V 1 )'OVIN3+pdv(V3,VIN3,V 1 ,S.O,VTOP) 
df(i+n*S!-+PCgds(V2,VIN2,V1)'OVIN2-psv(V2,VIN2,V1,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*4).+pcgdd(V2,VIN2,V1 )*OVIN2-pdv(V2, VIN2,V 1 ,S.O,VTOP)+pcgs 

&s(VS,VIN1 ,V2)*OVIN1 +psv(VS,VIN1 ,V2,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*S).+pcgsd(V3, VIN1 ,V2)'OVIN1 +pdv(V3, VIN1 ,V2,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*Sl-+pcgds(V3,VIN3,V1 )*OVIN3-psv(V3,VIN3,V1 ,S.O,VTOP) 
df(l+n*7)-+pcgds(V3,VIN1 ,V2)*OVIN1-psv(V3,VIN1 ,V2,S.0,VTOP) 
df(j+n*a)-+pcgdd(V3,VIN3,V 1 )*OVIN3-pdv(V3,VIN3,V 1.S.0.VTOP)+pcgd 
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&d(VS,VIN1 ,V2)*OVIN1-pdv(V3, VIN1 ,V2.S.0,VTOP)+Pcgdd(V3.VIN3,V4)'DVI 
&N3-pdv(V3,VIN3,V4,0.0,VTON)+pcgdd(VS,VIN1.VS)*OVIN1-pdv(V3,VIN1,VS 
&'O.O,VTON)+pcgdg(VPREVS, V3,S.0)*DVPREVS+pcgdg(VPREVS,VS.0.O)*DVPRE 
&VS+pcgdg(VPREV1 O,V3,VPREV7)*OVPREV1 O+pcgsg(VPREV 10, V3,VPREV7)*DVPR 
&EV7+pcgclg(VPREV1 O,V3,VPREV11 )*OVPREV1 O+pcgsg(VPREV 1 0, VS,VPREV 11 )*D 
&VPREV11 

df(l+n*Sl-+pcgds(V3,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3-psv(VS,VIN3, V4,0.O,VTON) 
df(l+n*10)-+pcgds(V3,VIN1,VS)*OVIN1-psv(V3,VIN1,VS,0.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*11 ).+pcgsd(V3, VIN3,V4)*DVIN3+pdv{V3,VIN3, V4,0.0, VTON) 
df(l+n*12)-+pcgss(V3,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3+psv(V3,VIN3,V4,0.0,VTONl+pcg 

&dd(V4,VIN1,0.0)*OVIN1-pdv(V4,YIN1,0.0,0.0,VTON)+pcgdd(V4,VIN2,0.0) 
&*DVIN2-pdv(V4,VIN2,0.0,0.0,VTON) 

df(l+n*1S)-+pcgsd(V3, VIN1 ,VS)*OVIN1 +pdv(V3,VIN1, VS,O.O, VTON) 
df(l+n*14)-+pcgss(V3,VIN1 ,VS)*OVIN1 +psv(V3,VIN1 ,VS,O.O,VTONl+pcg 

&dd(VS,VIN2,0.0)*OVIN2-pdv(VS,VIN2,0.0,0.0,VTON) 

cf(l+n*0)-+cgd(V1, VIN1 ,S.0)+cbd(S.0,V1)+cgd(V1 ,VIN2,S.0)+cbd(S.0 
&,V1)+cgs(V2,VIN2,V1)+cbs(S.0,V1)+cgs(V3,VIN3,Y1)+Cbs(S.O,V1) . 

cf(l+n*1)-+cgd(V2,VIN2,V1)+cbd(S.0,V2)+Cgs(V3,VIN1,V2)+Cbs(S.0,V 
&2) 

cf(i+n*2)-+Cgd(V3,VIN3,V1 )+Cbd(S.0,VS)+cgd(V3,VIN1 ,V2)+Cbd(S.0, V 
&3)+cgd(V3,VIN3,V4)+cbd(V3,0.0)+Cgd(V3,YIN1,VS)+Cbd(VS,0.0)+cgd(VPR 
&EVS,V3,S.0)+Cgs(VPREVS,V3.S.0)+cgb(dum)+Cgd(VPREVS,V3,0.0)+Cgs(VPR 
&EVS,V3,0.0)+cgb(dum)+Cgd(VPREV10,VS,VPREV7l+cgs(VPREV10,V3,VPREV7) 
&+Cgb(duml+cgd(VPREV10,Y3,VPREV11l+cgs(VPREV10,V3,VPREV11l+cgb(dum) 

cf(l+n*S)-+cgs(V3, VIN3,V4l+cbs(V4,0.0l+cgd(V4,VIN1 ,0.0)+Cbd(V 4,0 
&'0l+cgd(V4,VIN2,0.0)+cbd(V4,0.0) 

cf(j+n*4)-+cgs(VS,VIN1,VSl+cbs(VS,0.0)+Cgd(VS,VIN2,0.0)+Cbd(VS,0 
&.0) 

1001 continue 
return 

2 DO 1002 1-1, n 

V1 - vO + n*O) 
V2 - vO + n*1) 
V3 - v(1 + n*2) 
V4 - v(i + n*3) 
VS - v(1 + n*4) 
VS - v(i + n*S) 
V7 - vO + n*S) 
va - v(1 + n*7) 
VS - v(1 + n*a) 

VPREV3 - vprev(i + n*2) 



DVPREV3 - vdot(i + n*2) 

VIN1 - vinCi + n*O) 
DVIN1 - dvln{/ + n*O) 
VIN2 - vinCi + n*1) 
DVIN2 - dvin{/ + n*1) 
VIN3 - vln(i + n·2) 
DVIN3 - dvin(j + n*2) 

IfCiflag.gt.O) then 
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f(j+nhalf*0>-+Cgd(V1 ,VPREV3,S.O)*DVPREV3-current{V1 ,vPREV3,S.0,S 
&.0,VTOP)+Cgd(V1 ,VPREV3,0.0)*DVPREV3-current{V1, VPREV3,0.0,0.0,VTON 
&) 

f(j+nhalf*1)-+egd(V2,VIN3,S.0)*DVIN3-current{V2,VIN3,S.0,S.0,VTO 
&P)+cgd(V2, VIN1 ,S.0)·DVIN1-current{V2,VIN1 ,S.0,S.0,VTOP)+cgd(V2,VIN 
&2,S.0)*DVIN2-current{V2, VIN2,S.0,S.0,VTOP)+Cgs(V3,VIN1 ,V2)*DVIN1 +c 
&urrent(V3,vIN1,V2,S.0,VTOP)+egs(VS,VPREV3,V2)*DVPREV3+Current{VS,V 
&PREV3,V2,S.0, VTOP) 

f(j+nhalf*2>-+Cgd(V3,VIN1, V2)*OVIN1-current{V3,VIN1, V2,S.0,VTOP) 
&+Cgs(V4,VIN2,V3)*OVIN2+Current{V4,VIN2,V3,S.0,VTOP) 

f(j+nhalf*3)-+egd(V4,VIN2,V3)*DVIN2-current{V4,VIN2,V3,S.0,VTOP) 
&+Cgs(VS,VIN3,v4)*OVIN3+Current{VS,VIN3,V4,S.0,VTOP) 

f(j+nhalf*4>-+cgd(VS,VPREV3,V2)*OVPREV3-current{VS,VPREV3,V2,S.O 
&,VTOP)+egd(VS,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3-current{VS,vIN3,V4,S.0,VTOP)+cgd(VS,V 
&PREV3,Ve)*OVPREV3-current{VS,VPRc-V3,Ve,O.O,VTON)+cgd(VS,VIN3,V7).O 
&VIN3-current{VS,VIN3,V7,O.0,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*S)-+egs(VS,VPREV3,Ve)*DVPREV3+Current(VS,VPREV3,Ve,O.o 
&,VTON)+egd(V6,VIN1,O.O)*OVIN1-current{V6,VIN1,0.O,0.0,VTON)+Cgd(Ve 
&,VIN2,0.O)·OVIN2-current{Ve,VIN2,0.O,O.O,VTON)+cgd(Ve,VIN3,O.O)·OV 
&lN3-current{Ve,VIN3,O.O,O.O,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*6)-+egs(VS,VIN3,V7)*OVIN3+Current{VS,VIN3,V7,0.O,VTON) 
&+Cgd(V7,VIN1 ,V8)*OVIN1-current{V7,vIN1 ,V8,O.O,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*7)-+egs(V7,VIN1 ,V8)*OVIN1 +Current{V7,VIN1 ,V8,O.O,VTON) 
&+Cgd(V8,VIN2,O.O)*OVIN2-current{V8,VIN2,0.O,O.O,VTON) 

f(j+nhalf*8)--current{V9,VS,S.O,S.O,VTOP)-current(V9,VS,0.O,O.O, 
&VTON) 

j - j + 1 
end if 
Iflag - -iflag 

df(I+n*0).+pcgdd(V1 ,VPREV3,S.O)*DVPREV3-pdv(V 1, VPREV3,S.O,S.O, VT 
&OP)+pcgdd(V1, VPREV3,O.O)*OVPREV3-pdv(V 1 ,VPREV3,O.O,O.O, VTON) 

df(I+n*1).+pcgdd(V2,VIN3,S.O)*DVIN3-pdv(V2,VIN3,S.O,S.O,VTOP)+pc 
&gdd(V2,VIN1 ,S.O)*DVIN1-pdv(V2,VIN1 ,S.0,S.O,VTOP)+pcgdd(V2, VIN2,S.O 
&)*DVIN2-pdv(V2,VIN2,S.O,S.O, VTOP)+pcgss(V3,VIN1 ,V2)*DVIN1 +psv(V3,V 
&lN1,V2,S.O,VTOP)+pcgss(VS,VPREV3,V2)*DVPREV3+psv(VS,VPREV3,V2,S.O, 
&VTOP) 

df(i+n*2).+pcgsd(V3,VIN1 ,V2)*DVIN1 +pdv(V3,VIN1 ,V2,S.O,VTOP) 
df(l+n*3)-+pcgsd(VS,VPREV3,V2)*DVPREV3+pdv(VS,VPREV3,V2,S.O, VTOP 

&) 
df(l+n*4).+pcgds(V3,VIN1 ,V2)*DVIN1-psv(V3,VIN1 ,V2,S.O,VTOP) 
df(i+n*S).+pcgdd(V3,VIN1,V2)*DVIN1-pdv(V3,VIN1,V2,S.O,VTOP)+pcgs 



&s(V4, VIN2,V3)*OVIN2+psv(V 4,VIN2,V3,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*S)-+pcgsd(V 4, VIN2,V3)*OVIN2+pdv(V 4,VIN2,V3,S.O,VTOP) 
df(l+n*7)-+pcgds(V 4,VIN2,V3)*OVIN2-psv(V 4,VIN2,V3,S.O,VTOP) 
df(l+n*S)-+pcgdd(V 4,VIN2,V3)*OVIN2-pdv(V 4,VIN2,V3,S.O, VTOP)+pcgs 

&s(VS,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3+psv(VS,VIN3,V4,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*9)-+pcgsd(VS,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3+pdv(VS,VIN3,V4,S.O,VTOP) 
df(l+n*10)-+pcgds(VS,VPREV3,V2)*OVPREV3-psv(VS,VPREV3,V2,5.0,VTO 

&P) 
df(l+n*11)-+pcgds(VS,VIN3,V4)*OVIN3-psv(VS,VIN3,V4,S.0,VTOP) 
df(l+n*12)-+pcgdd(VS,VPREV3,V2)*OVPREV3-pdv(VS,VPREV3,V2,5.0, VTO 

&P)+pcgdd(VS,VIN3,v4)*OVIN3-pdv(VS,VIN3,V4,S.O,VTOP)+Pcgdd(VS,VPREV 
&3,VS)*DVPREV3-pdv(VS,VPREV3,VS,O.O,VTON)+pcgdd(VS,VIN3,V7)*OVIN3-p 
&dv(VS,VIN3,V7,O.O,VTON) 

df(i+n*13)-+pcgds(VS,VPREV3,V6)*OVPREV3-psv(VS, VPREV3,V6,O.O,VTO 
&N) 

df(i+n*14)-+pcgds(VS,vIN3,v7)*OVIN3-psv(VS,VIN3,V7,O.O,VTON) 
df(i+n*1S)-+pcgsd(VS,VPREV3,V6)*OVPREV3+pdv(VS,VPREV3,V6,O.O,VT0 

&N) 
df(i+n*16)-+pcgss(VS,VPREV3,V6)*OVPREV3+psv(VS,VPREV3,V6,O.O,VTO 

&N)+pcgdd(VS,vIN1,O.0)*OVIN1-pdv(V6,VIN1,O.O,O.O,VTON)+Pcgdd(VS,VIN 
&2,O.0)*DVIN2-pdv(VS,VIN2,O.O,O.O,VTON)+pcgdd(VS,VIN3,O.O)*OVIN3-pd 
&v(V6, VIN3,O.O,O.O,VTON) 

df(i+n*17}-t-pcgsd(VS,VIN3,V7)*OVIN3+pdv(VS,VIN3,V7,O.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*1 S)-+pcgss(VS,VIN3,V7)*OVIN3+psv(VS,VIN3,V7,0.O,VTON)+pcg 

&dd(V7,VIN1,VS)*OVIN1-pdv(V7,VIN1,VS,0.O,VTON) 
c1f(i+ne '19)-+pcgds(V7,VIN1,VS)*OVIN1-psv(V7,VIN1,VS,O.O,VTON) 
df(i+n*20}-t-pcgsd(V7,VIN1,VS)*OVIN1 +pdv(V7,vIN1 ,VS,O.O, VTON) 
df{i+n*21)-+pcgss(V7,VIN',VS)*OVIN1+psv(V7,VIN1,VS,0.O,VTON)+pcg 

&dd(VS,VIN2,O.0)*OVIN2-pdv(VS,VIN2,O.0,0.O, VTON) 
df{i+n*22)-pgv(V9,VS,S.O,S.O,VTOP)-pgv(V9,VS,O.0,0.0,VTON) 
df(l+n*23)-pdv(V9, VS,S.O,S.O, VTOP)-pdv(V9,VS,O.O,O.O, VTON) 

cf(l+n*O)-+Cgd(V 1,VPREV3,S.O)+cbd(S.O,V1 )+Cgd(V 1,VPREV3,O.O)+cbd 
&(V1,O.O) 

cf(j+n*1)-+egd(V2,VIN3,S.O)+cbd(S.O,V2)+cgd(V2,VIN1,S.O)+cbd(S.0 
&. V2)+Cgd(V2,VIN2,S.O)+Cbd(S.O,V2)+cgs(V3,VIN1,V2)+Cbs(S.O,V2)+Cgs( 
&VS,VPREV3,V2)+Cbs(S.O,V2) 

cf(i+n*2)-+egd(V3,VIN1 ,V2)+cbd(S.0,V3)+Cgs(V4,VIN2,V3)+cbs(S.O, V 
&3) 

cf(i+n*3)-+cgd(V4,VIN2,V3)+cbd(S.O,V 4)+Cgs(VS,VIN3,V4)+cbs(S.O,V 
&4) • 

cf(j+n*4)-+Cgd(VS,VPREV3, V2)+cbd(S.O,VS)+Cgd(VS,VIN3, V 4)+cbd(S.0 
&. VS)+Cgd(VS,VPREV3,V6)+Cbd(VS,O.O)+Cgd(VS,VIN3,V7)+Cbd(VS,0.O)+Cgd 
&(V9,VS,S.0)+Cgs(V9,VS,S.O)+cgb(dum)+cgd(V9,VS,O.O)+Cgs(V9,VS,O.0)+ 
&cgb(dum) 

cf(l+n*S)-cgd(V9,VS,S.0)-cgd(V9,V5,O.O) 
cf(j+n*S)-+egs(VS,VPREV3,V6)+cbs(VS,O.0)+egd(V6,VIN1,O.0)+cbd(V6 

&'0.0)+Cgd(V6,VIN2,0.O)+ebd(VS,O.0)+egd(V6,VIN3,O.0)+cbd(V6,O.0) 
cf(l+n*7)-+Cgs(VS,VIN3,V7)+Cbs(V7,O.0)+cgd(V7,VIN1,VS)+Cbd(V7,0. 

&0) 
cf(i+n*S)-+Cgs(V7,VIN1,V8)+Cbs(VS,O.0)+Cgd(VS,VIN2,O.0)+Cbd(V8,0 

&'0) 
cf(i+n*9)-cgd(V9,VS,S.0)-cgd(V9,VS,0.O) 
cf(l+n*10)-+egd(V9,VS,S.O)+Cbd(S.0,V9)+egd(V9,VS,O.O)+cbd(V9,O.0 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

1002 continue 
return 

end 

subroutine parameters(ns,mtotaJ) 

integer ns, mtotal 

ns - 2 
mtotal - 14 
return 
end 

subroutine icguess(xO) 

real xO(1) 

xO(1) - S.O 
xO(2) - S.O 
xO(S) - S.O 
xO(4) - 0.0 
xO(S) - 0.0 
xO(S) - 0.0 
xO(7) - S.O 
xO(S) - S.O 
xO(S) - S.O 
xO(10) - S.O 
xO(11) - S.O 
xO(12) - 0.0 
xO(1S) - 0.0 
xO(14) .' 0.0 

return 
end 

subroutine inputs(n, t. vin, dvin) 

real tW, vin(1), dvin(1), aux, tmw, rem 
integer n 

n02 - n/2 + 1 
tcenter - t(no2) 
if(tcenter.gtO.O.and. tcenter.ltO.S) then 

do 10 i-1, n 
vin(j) - 0.0 
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dvin(j) - 0.0 
10 continue 

go to 80 
end if 
if(tcenter.gt.0,s.and.tcenter.JtO.6) then 

do 20 1-1, n 
vinCi) - SO.O*(t(j)-O.S) 
dvin(i) - SO.O 

20 continue 
go to 80 

end if 
If(tcenter.gtO.6.and.tcenter.Jt2.S) then 

do 30 1-1, n 
vin(j) - S.O 
dvin(j) - 0.0 

30 continue 
go to 80 

end if 
If(tcenter.gt2,s.and.tcenter.Jt2.6) then 

do 40 i-l, n 
vln(j) - SO.0*{2.6 - t(1)) 
dvin(j) - -SO.O 

40 continue 
go to 80 

end if 
if(tcenter.gt2.6.and.tcenter.Jt4.S) then 

do SO i-1, n 
vin(j) - 0.0 
dVinCi) - 0.0 

SO continue 
go to 80 

end if 
c 
80 if(tcenter.gtO.O.and.tcenter.Jt 1.S) then 

do 110 i-l, n 
vin{/+n) - 0.0 
dvinCi+n) - 0.0 

110 continue 
go to 200 

end If 
if(tcenter.gt.1,s.and.tcenter.Jt 1.6) then 

do 120 1-1, n 
vin(i+n) - SO.0*(t(i}-1.S) 
dvinCi+n) - SO.O 

120 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
if(tcenter.gt 1.6.and.tcenter.Jt3.S) then 

do 130 1-1, n 
vinCi+n) - S.O 
dvln(j+n) - 0.0 

130 continue 
go to 200 

end if 



if(tcenter.gt3.5.and. tcenter.ll3.6) then 
do 140 i-1, n 

vin(i+n) - SO.O-{3.6 - t(i» 
dvln(l+n) - -SO.O 

140 continue 
go to 200 

end if 
if(tcenter.gt3.6.and. tcenter.ll4.S) then 

do 1S0 1-1, n 
vin(i+n) - 0.0 
dvln(i+n) - 0.0 

1S0 continue 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

go to 200 
end if 

200 do 210 i-l, n 
vin(/+2*n) - 0.0 
dvin(i+2*n) - 0.0 

210 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine windows(numwind,nexp,endtime) 

real endtlme(1) 
integer numwind, nexp( 1) 

real eii( 13) 
integer nu, ne(13) 

data nul131 
data (ne{j),I-l, 13)/2,4,8,4,4,8,8,4,8,8,4,8,41 
data (en(j),i-l, 13)/0.S,0.6, 1.0, 1.5, 1.6,2.0,2.S,2.6,3.0,3.S,3.S 

&.4.0,4.51 

numwind - nu 
do 10 i-l, numwlnd 

nexp(j) - ne{i) 
endtlme{i) - en{/) 

10 continue 

return 
end 
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